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who waited
and members of the Outlook take advantage of a bad example and
well secluded from limitation.
the
took
a
then
from
seat
Rico,
throng,
would
A
but
third
term
liim.
Speaker Clark stayed in his private
attempt to make a rule of an excep
the gaze of the crowd. Bryan contin have brooked no such limitation. A staff.
office, read newspapers, saw a few vistion will do well to prove the con
ar
on
convention
committee
to
crowd
screen
The
from
ued
himself
the
third term would but have whetted
itors and kept In touch with the sitmost
trary of this statement which follows
the
promhad
was
and
few
he
knew
given
X S
present.
his desire for more and as the terms
uation through news dispatches and rangements
WOOL IS GOING UP.
formerly in the Chicago Record-Heralto states having avowed
to that time Charles F. Murphy,
inent
M'DONALD
places
GOVERNOR
I'p
diswould
renewal
each
away
slipped
telephone advices.
of
June 16. 1912:
Alton B. Parker and several other con- cover
presidential candidates.
greater injury to our constitu
Boston, Mass., June 25. The
"With these four bouts being planRepresentative Underwood of AlaTo the right of the main aisle and servative leaders still were absent.
TEACHERS.
ADDRESS
WILL
to the form of government estabrise in the price of domestic
bama, Democratic leader of the House' directly in front was Missouri, home
ned now and many more in the makChairman Mack called the conven- tion,
8
Tomorrow forenoon at
lished under it and to every legal
remained locked up in his office to- Ftate of
wool continues, both in the
Las Vegas sure is In right as fat
To
Clark.
ing,
m.
and
to
12:16
tion
at
Champ
pracp.
order
Speaker
McDonald
o'clock, Governor
East and in the West. Tradas the boxing game is concerned. The
day, conferring with some of his per- the left was Xew Jersey, with Wood-ro- tically quieted the uneasy and noisy curb on his imperious will.
Ee
will address the Santa
"This is the man who menaced us
law makers of New Mexico are helpsonal friends. His representatives in
ing is reported heavy in aU
Wilson as a favorite son.
throngs.
at the
Teachers'
Institute,
of
with
an
federal
increase
touch
by
in
in
fleeces.
Baltimore
will
power
him
ing the cause of pugilism as much as
keep
grades especially
Back of Missouri, came Ohio, with
Judge Parker entered the convenCitiHigh School auditorium.
In Ohio and Pennsylvania, mewith convention developments. Rep Governor Harmon in the field. Back tion hall just after proceedings had op- - usurpation of state rights and without
possible and are paving the way for
zens are invited to attend. The
entertainments by passing
future
dium fleeces are selling at 27c
resentative Redfield of New York, of New Jersey was Alabama, home of ened, accompanied by the Xew York authority of constitutional amendinstitute has been an enthusimeasures boosting the game. The legan active candidate for the vice Representative
while Montana brings 21 cents.
Underwood delegation. There was little demon- ments; the man who took the IsthOscar
beastic success, much credit
islators are making of New Mexico a
mus of Panama, 'and let Congres-Dealers estimate that
the
presidency, came back from Balti Connecticut supporting Gov. Baldwin stration.
mecca for boxers and the men of the
ing due to County School Sumore where he talked w'.th many of was next to Ohio. North Dakota, nom
about it afterward. The man
shortage of this slip will
Delegates Were Disorderly.
perintendent John V. Conway.
the Democratic politicians and se- - inating Gov. Burke was no more favContinued disorder delayed the op
reach fifteen per cent
X
(Continued on Page S.)
(Continued on Page Four.)
X X X X cured pledges of support.
orably located than Indiana, support- - ening proceedings and Chairman Mack
PROGRESSIVE PARTY
GETTING UNDER WAY.
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REACHING THE SPOT.

The Little Store

OFFICIAL NOTES
It Can Be Done, So Scales of Sanl
Fe Citizens Say.
To cure an anrnig Tiacli,
The pains of rheumatism,
New Mexico Educational Association.
The tirtd-ou- t
feelings.
To All Friends of Kducation:
You must reach the spot get a
The enclosed is an announcement of
the cause.
the
general piogram outlined by the
the
cases
'tis
kidneys.
In most
in
Doan's Kidney Pills are for tn executive committee at its meeting
June L'.th, 1U12. The
AUuKnierriue,
kidneys.
of sections are being rapidly
Mrs. Agripina do Gonzales, 02 Gar program
we hope to be able to
cia St., Santa Fe, X. Ilex., says: "Iff completed and
i'luiounce uie ecinpieie program
oy
I used Doan's
KiOC,
September,
nilC aepiemuer isr, t:n
ney Pills for baokache which
All indications
point to the largest
been a source of much annoyance. ir
athering in the history of the associa- tlm mnvniiip- when
ftrnse mv bacli
and
anticipate an attendance
was so lame and painful that i coulu;(i
of between 700 and Mil). Albiuiuermie
trouble
knew
that
I
my
hardly stoop.
is by far the largest city in New Mexwas due to disordered kidneys and i
ico and is easily able to take care of
was finally led to try Doan's Kidney a
much larger crowd. Let all teachI neard
Pills, by the good reports
school officers and friends of eduabout them. The contents of one ers,
cation
therefore, plan to be present.
all
my
drove
away
box of this remedy
.
ou will find welcome, accommoda
tha-to
I
state
am happy
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
pains and
tions, and enthusiasm in abundance.
my cure has been permanent."
WITH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH
The meeting will be important, not
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
in attendance and enthusiasm,
Co., Buffalo, only
cents.
in the far reaching plans which
but
States.
United
will be outlined for school improve
Remember the name Plan's and
ment and educational progress. Come
take no other.
and have a hand in the "biggest enterprise in which a state can engage
TO THE BOY OF 1912.
the education of its children." At the
next winFrom Judge's meeting of the legislature
May Nolle.
ter, the results of our plans will be
Library.)
laid before our senators and represenSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
There, little boy, don't cry!
tatives in Santa Fe for enactment into
I
have
taken
know,
your gun,
They
laws which will mean much to the
in
And
and
bulk
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, f arden 4 field seeds
packages
your fireworks, too,
of the state.
Our attendance
children
And your cannon new,
and enthusiasm at Albuquerque next
to
the
ago;
long
Belong
Fe
November will assist greatly in securhouse in
The only exclusive
But cheer up now and cease to sigh
ing proper legislation.
don't
little
cry,
There,
boy,
Executive committee
Supt. M. H.
Don't cry!
Brasher, Roswell; Supt. Y. B. McFar-iand- ,
Phone Black
Phone Black
Silver City; Prof. Frank CarThere, little boy, don't cry!
toon, East Las Vegas.
your noise, I
They have stopped
RUPERT F. ASPLUND,
know,
Secretary of the N. M. Educational
And the shells and bombs
That have burned your thumbs
Santa Fe, N. M June 24th, 1912
Dawson Coal
Are things of the long ago;
Preliminary announcement for the
come
scon
ywill
bBut
better
Wood
Sawed
things
El
next meeting of the N. M. E. A. to be
There, little boy, don't cry,
held at Albuquerque, N. II., November
Don't

Again Reminds You of the Superior

GROCERY

Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
fard )U Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
All

Phone, Red

Phone, Red

100

cry!

TO

All Parts of the World.
SAVE MONEY

id Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travel

er's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
U.

and All Foreign
Countries

SENT

REMITTANCES

BY

TELEURAPH

Santa Fe, N. M.

W. C. LONG, Agt.,

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

LIVERY CO.,

LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

First-Clas- s

Phcoe Main I39

J.

R. CREATH,

HQ

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE

Phone

Restaurant

'Deputy Game Warden at Roswell Has
Hybrid Pheasant of the Chinese

f

Ring Neck Persuasion.

TIE

6

....

Don't cry!

ALBANY HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To

Be Completed July 1st, 1912.

THE STATE

Traveling by Automobile.
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Fisher of Roan-- !
onake, Virginia, arrived yesterday in a
big touring car, coming over the Bor-derland route from Plainview, Texas.
They will visit down the valley points
as far south as Carlsbad, and then go
to Santa Fe to see the ancient, city.
Roswell News.

mi- -

i

X.

--
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WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

?

:

:

at

WATER CO.

cross-breedin- g

FRANK M.JONES,

REAL ESTATE

j

1

'

Packing Plant for El Paso.
Within the next six months El
Paso may secure one of the biggest
meat packing plants in the country,

the I'nitcd Slates. That

it

j

will be

at: extensive plant is evidenced by
the fact that an option has been tak- ei; on llil acres of l aid within the city
limits and the plans of the consulting
engineer call for about thiity acres
more. El i'aso Times.
New Church at Taos.
The Church of the Lady of
will be dedicated next Wednes
day, June L'C. That will be a great
day for the Catholic of Taos. The
Archbishop Pitaval of Santa Fe, will
..e present and conduct the religious
Other noted divines that
ceremony.
will be present, are Rev. P. Tomasini,
S. J., Of Alhuquei'dtle, and
Fathers
.1. Derache
C. Bobst, C. Cellier, U
Delavelle and O. Pojot. The new
church is a beautiful building anil
was finished this spring. Taos Valley
Xews.
Linctype Operator

Held.

Frank Ingles was hound over to the
action of the grand jury yesterday
charged with flourishing a deadly
weapon in the presence of Deputy
Sheriff Jim Johnson who had served a
subpoena

l

i

j

Rphnnls.

nnrt

hiirh

Indian school
teachers, music and drawing supervisors, institute workers, representatives of mothers' clubs, school boards,
etc.
Evening: Third general session.
The Measure of Greatness, Dr. D. E.
Philips.
Saturday, November 9.
Horning: Fourth general session.
Report on School Legislation, Rupert F. Asplund, chief clerk, Department
of Education.
Xeeded School Legislation, general
cisciission led by two or three members of the legislature.
Business session.
Afternoon:
Joint session county
superintendents and institute workers
with the superintendent of public in- commercial

teacher.

at the Santa Fe street international
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
bridge.
local applications, as they cannot
The police were then notified and by
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
l.on
Garner
a
sent detail of
Sergeant
is only one way to cure deafmen to the bridge. The body was There
and that is by constitutional
ness,
fished out of the stream and taken
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
to an undertaker's. An inquest was
inflamed condition of the mucous linheld immediately by Coroner E. B.
of the Eustachian Tube. When
McClintock, the verdict being death ing
is inflamed you have a rumfrom occidental drowning. El Paso this tube
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
which
he
Roswell
Xews.
bond,
gave.
when it is entirely closed, deafness
is the result, and unless the inflamTWO WEDDINGS BY
mation can be taken out and this tube
VICAR GENERAL FOURCHEGU. restored to its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nina
Miss Benigna Lobato and Enrique cases out of ten are caused
by catarrh
were married
Sanchez
yesterday which is nothing but an inflamed conmorning at the Cathedral by Rt. Rev. dition of the mucous surfaces.
Msgr. Antonio Fomcliegu, vicar genWe will give One Hundred Dollars
eral, who celebrated high mass. The for any case of Deafness, caused by
bride is the daughter of Apolonio Locatarrh, that cannot be cured by
bato and th- groom is the son of Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuGuadalupe Sanchez. Both are resi- lars, free.
dents o'f this city. Mr. and Mrs. BenF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
ito AUuid attended the couple. A reSold by Druggists, 75c.
ception was given at the home of the
Take Hall's Family Pills for constibride's parents after which dinner pation.
was served. Oneeimo Muniz and
has
Congressman George
Curry
Montoya were married at the Ca- written friends in Roswell that he
thedral by Vicar General Antonio will visit them the latter part of Jun.
Fourchegu.
Miss Lillie Hammer, who conducts
Del-fin- a

na

:

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

pheas-tuldresse- d

TO

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

It

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

sessions will be held at.

STENZEL ECZEMA

father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

for

LI

A clear white liquid for cleansing,
purifying and healing skin and scalp
diseases.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
the disease begins to disappear.
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fischer Drug Co. and Zook'8 Pharmacy.

desired.

POW
IS QUITE SO

The Tailor

the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full infor-

Will clean, press, repair

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

NOTHING as to touch

Phone

J

Rooms With Bath,

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

Why Import Mineral Water

paper on him.
Ingles is a
linotype operator. Ingles had filed
From
a complaint
against Johnson for
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
La Salle
BARRANCA
TAOSJ assault,
the charge coming out of the
South evening a month ago when the inMeets Both North
EXPRESS LINE.
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
cident happened.
Johnson was speedBounds Trains.
Telephone ll.
ily turned loose. The case came up in
Red 161.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival o Justice of the Peace M. YV. Witt's!
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Store.
Bros. Drug Store
Butt
Leave Orders at
the north bound train and arrives at court. ingies was bound over on .)00 struction.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
which
he
m.
bond,
gave.
7
at
Taos
p.
Rooms for Pent 25c acfl 60c.
Fourth of July Plans.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
Drowned in Rio Grande.
The Grady Record announces that
way. Good covered- Hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK S5.C0
The body of John Mapes, a prisoner there will he a big Fourth of
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teamt
french Noodle Order TOc. a dlstt,
there and invites everyone
furnished commeri al men to take In or. the city chain gang, who was
Vew York Chop Suey 50c. the surrounding tons. Wire S'.nbudo drowned above the dam at Hart's in that part of the country to particimill Thursday morning, was recover- pate.
Station
ed yesterday morning at (1:30 o'clock

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

:

backed by one of t'.ie biggest packers

S., CANADA, MEXICO

THE TROWEL WITH WHICH WE LAID THE FOUNDATION
OF OUR SUCCESS WAS HONESTY.
WE BUY HARDWARE FROM THOSE WHO ARE "ON THE
LEVEL" WITH US AND WHO STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING
WE BUY.
AND
CUSTOMERS
WE ARE "ON THE LEVEL" WITHOUR
STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL.
DEAL WITH US AND YOU WILL GET A DEAL "ON THE SQ
TO
DON'T WANT
UARE." WE DON'T KNOW HOW AND
LEARN HOW TO DO BUSINES ANY OTHER WAY.

(Roswell Morning News)
Captain M. S. Murray, deputy game
warden, is a really happy man. Captain Murray gets his butter, eggs,
chicken and squab for the table first Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
hand. To make a long story short,
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.
Captain Murray besides being deputy
game warden, is something of a poul- t''' fancier on a small scale. He has
until
experimented in
meeting.
Evening: Joint meeting of county, he has secured an excellent type of
Capital City Bank Bid
city, and town superintendents section cross between China ring neck
Room 26.
by Dr. D. E. Philips.
jants and the' ordinary hen. The litIt.e
old
7.
November
a
now
ones
month
are
Thursday,
vigorous
First general session, long legged, close feathered, and very
Morning:
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
S:13 a. m. Enrollment at opera house. active.
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
9:00 a. m. Invocation; welcome ad-- j
Two sets of the China ring neck
Policies at Lowest Rates.
dresses by Mayor D. K. 13. Sellers, ,)1oasants llave bpen reiensed for
City Superintendent John Milne, and country propogation, one set on the
County Superintendent a. Montoya. Oasis ranch, and the other on the
Response by R. R. Karkin.
Hamilton ranch. Captain De Bremond
J he next
most important steps m lias
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Oralso raised these birds for propoeducational progress in New Mexico in
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
gation on his own ranch.
higher , educational institutions, Pres.! Cuptain Murray is
enthusiastic
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
For Full Information Call,
David R. Boyd of the University of
New Mexico; In Rural Schools, Supt. about the prospect for the develop
the
Alvau X. White; in City Schools, Supt. ment of this species throughout
state, and urges farmers everywhere
Ru!'us Mead.
to enco trage the raising of the China
Appointment of committees and an
ring neck.
nouncements.
A heavy fine is provided
for the
Thursday, November 7.
libAfternoon: Meetings of various sec- protection of the wild fowl, and a
eral reward is offered anyone who astions New Mexico Peace League.
sists in the apprehension of persons
Evening: Oratorical contest.
molesting the pheasants.
8.
November
Friday,
session.
Second
Morning:
general
Pontoon Bridge at Barelas.
S:l."i enrollment: 0:00 President's adare
Citizens of Bernalillo county
dress by Sunt. V. A. Poore, president
preparing to build a pontoon bridge
of the association.
across the Rio Grande to replace the
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
Health and Education, Pres. Frank
Three
bridge
temporarily.
II. H. Roberts, of the Xonnal "Univer- Barelas
ODS, Electricity plays a most impospans of the new Barelas bridge were
sity.
waout
the
recent
swept
high
during
rtant part. The grandfather would
Problems of School Administration,
ters in the big river.
Dr. D. E. Philips.
be amazed at the radiance of the modBusiness session.
Two Drunks Francisco Garcia and
ern home and why all this light? To
Friday, November 8.
Afternoon: Meetings of all sections a man named Henry, were arrested
make the home more homelike to make
and jesterday for drunkenness.
county
superintendents, city
superintendents, elementary
jtown
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
All

in

Payable
Throughout

CAPTAIN MURRAY HAS
NEW KIND OF BIRD.

general
There, little boy, don't cry,
the Elks' opera house; section meetYou are growing up, I know,
ings at the Central high school buildBut you're one of those boys
ing.
noise
a
Who will make
great
Wednesday, November 6.
That can help wake the world; and
so
Morning: County superintendents'
You will hit the right mark, I'm sure, section; city and town
superintendents' section.
if you try
Afternoon
council
Educational
There, little boy, don't cry,

ABOUND

General Express Forwarders

if

1912.

100

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

r

,

To-d- ay

45

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
100

-

Santa

R.

Phone, Red

Hands Entirely Well.

(E'-teil-

PORTLAND CEMENT

Four Long

" I ran truthfully say Cutictira Reme-dip- s
have cured me- of four long years
of eczema. About four years ago I
noticed some little pimples coming on
my little finger, and not giving it any
attention, it soon became worse and
spread all over my hands. If I would
have them in water for a long time.
they would burn like fire and large
cracks would come. I could lay a pin
in them. After using ail the salves I
could think of, I went to three different
doctors, but all did mo no good. The
only relief I got was scratching.
"So after hearing so much about the
wonderful Cuticura Remedies, I purchased one complete set, and af tpr using
them three days my hands were much
better.
my hands are entirely-wellone set being all I used." (Signed)
Hiss Etta Narber, R. F. D. 2, Spring
Lake, Mich., Sept. 26, 1010.
No stronger evidence than this could
be given of the success and economy of
the Cuticura Kennedies in the treatment
of torturing, disfiguring humors of tha
skin. A single hot bath with Cuticura
Soap and a gentle anointing with Cuticura Ointment are often sufficient to
afford immediate relief in tiie most distressing cases and permit rest and sleep
when all else fails. Cuticura Soap and
Ointment are equally effective in preserving, purifying arid beautifying the
skin, scalp, hair and hands.
Although Cuticura Soap (2oc.) and
Cuticura Ointment (oOc.) are sold
throughout the world, a liberal sample
book on the skin and
of each, with 3?-scalp, will be mailed free on application
to Potter Drug & Chcm. Corp., Dept.
Boston. Mr.

jD.

LEO HERSCH

FIRE

Years of Eczema. Only Relief in
Scratching. Used One Set
of Cuticura Remedies.

RETAIL

AND

grain

Iola
Toro

Could Lay Pin in Cracks.

F

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

45

ME

j

Always the Leader

WHOLESALE

HANDS WOULD
f

the

Quality and Large Variety of
" Soltaire " Goods.

TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1912.

s

MURALTEn

mation cheeerfully given.

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

S.

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

Cycle
Pope Motor
Power

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

4 Horse

A

PRICE, $165.00
Magneto.
With Imported
a doubt with trouble

Motorcycle without
left at the factory.

Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

Step Ladders,
Screens and
FURNITURE REPAIRING AND
UPHOLSTERING.

104 Galisteo
LIGHT, SILENT AMD RELIABLE.

Washington Avenue.

J.F.RHOADS
Screen Doors

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in some of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

B

JS

PASH BROS..

Agts., Santa Fe.

prepared according
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
State form, for sa'.e by the N3
Mexican Printing Company.
All legal blank

Telephone

157 W.

::

Street
SANTA

FE, N. M

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forme
when you can get them already print
ed fit the New Mexican Printing
Company.

THE SAOTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SAXTA FE, N.

TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1912.
Mexico.
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, Xew
Mexico.
Frutoso Gallegos, of Cerrillos, New
Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(013975)

Small Holding Claim Xo. 527S.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, X. M., June 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed nofinal
tice of his intention to make
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
as amended
2, 1S91 (26 Stats., S54)
by the act of February 21, 1S0:J (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at
Cuba, New Mexico, on July IT,, 1912,
viz: Earl B. Young, of Senorito, New
SE
Mexico, for the SW 14 SE
S. 34
SE
SW
S
SE
X.
XE
T. 22 X., R. 1W., SW
X
S
XE
SE
SE
XE
XE
XW
W
XE
XE
W
SE
XE
SE
XE
XE
XE
SE
SW
XE
XE
E
XE
SE
XE
Sec. 3, T. 21 X., R. 1 W.
XW
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual
continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Ourule, Agapita Garcia,
Edubigen
of La Jara, Xew Mexico, Hilario
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, Xew Mexico.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the above mentione
ed time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
2

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

Lu-oer-

cross-examin-

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
-- U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

June

10, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Julian
Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
on June 8, 1907, made homestead entry, No. 115SS, for lots 7 and S and
touth half of southeast quarter, section C, township 13 north, range S
east, New Mexico meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make
final
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before the Register
and Receiver of the U. S. land office,
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19th
day of July, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Xoverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, Xew
Mexico.
Juan Sanchez, of Kennedy, Xew

Exhibition
VEGAS, N. M,
1912.

For the above occasion the
Santa Fe will sell tickets from
all points on their line to Las
Vegas and return at one and
one-four-

fare.

th

$4.20 From

Santa Fe

Dates of Sale, July 3d and 4th.

Return Limit, July 7th.
Tickets sold at points south of T,amy will
allow stop over at that point for passengers to make the side trip to Santa Fe account of
De Vargas Parade, July 5th.

H. S. LUTZ, Agt,

Sealed proposals for the purchase of
200,000.00 of the bonds of the State
cf New Mexico to be issued under authority of an act of the First State
Legislature of New Mexico entitled
"An Act providing funds and making
appropriations for the first fiscal year
for the expenses of the executive, legislative and judicial departments for
the payment of interest on state indebtedness and sinking fund requirements thereof, to defray the expenses
of the educational,
state and charitable institutions and hospitals and all
other expenses required by existing
laws of the State of Xew Mexico and
making appropriations for deficienof former
fiscal
cies in revenues
years which deficiencies were incurred by the requirements of existing
laws."
Approved June 13, 1912.
Which said bonds are to be dated
the first day of July, 1912, and absolutely due and payable five years after their date, interest payable semiannually at the rate of six per cent
per annum, the interest for said period to be evidenced by coupons attached to the said bonds, interest payable on the first days of September
and March, both principal and interest
payable at the office of the State
Treasurer, Santa Fe, New Mexico, the
said bonds to be redeemable
each year, in serial number commencing with numoer one;
of said bonds to be redeemed on the
first of July, 1913.
The proposals should be addressed
to the State Treasurer, Santa Fe,
and said sealed proposals will
be publicly opened on Monday the 1 5th
day of July, 1912, at the hour of
twelve o'clock noon.
O. X". MARROX,
Treasurer of the State of Xew Mexico.
one-fift- h

one-fift- h

NEGRESS IS MOBBED
BECAUSE OF MURDER.

Athletic

July 4th,

FOR BIDS.

CALL

4

4

LAS

This is to certify that Foley's Honey and Tar Compound does not contain any opiates, any habit forming
drugs, or any ingredients that could
possibly harm its users. On tne contrary, its great healing and soothing
qualities make it a real remedy for
coughs, colds and irritations of the
throat, chest and lungs. The genuine
is in a yellow package. Ask for Fol- ey's Honey and Tar Compound and
accept no substitute. For sale by all
druggists.

Santa Fe, N.M.

(By Special Loasecl Wire to New Mexican)
Atlanta, da., June 2r Ann Boston,
the negro whoman, who stabbed and
killed Mrs. R. E. Jordan, wife of a

prominent planter at Pinehurst, Ga.,
yesterday afternoon, and who later was
taken from officers at Cordele by a
mob, was lynched early this morning,

according to a long distance telephone
message.
After taking the woman from the
officers, members of the mob put her
in an automobile and set out for Pinehurst, reaching there, according to the
message, the negress was hanged to a

tree.

Latest

TRUSSES
Seeley's

New

Advanced

Features

Shield

Spermatic

Truss

Affording perfect retention. Direct and lateral hernial
support, (stimulating Increased blood circulation, building up wiiBid relaxed tiit.su en, thereby contracting
hernial ring CUKK. Shields spermatic vessels from
injury, unavoidable with any other form of pad
known, Lonvr established at home and abroad. Unliable.
Detailed descriptive mail orders a Specialty. Send for
Circular. SKKIKY'H KSTAKL.. 14
St.,
ttrieago
Established 1850 Patrons all Nations.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

A O BrLrc'KE

J.no. S. MrrCHKI.i

LOS ANGELES
NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
$1.00 and $1.50 per day.

RATES

With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00

READ'S:
ILLUSTRATED HISTORY of

m

MBDGO

The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the details of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large
readable type

(T1A AH

SPECIAL PRICES TO
THE HISTORY

I

JplU.UU
EDUCATORS. INSTITUTIONS, ETC.

OF EDUCATION

IN NEW MEXICO

A Concise HI tory of the Important Part that Education Meant to the
Settlement
and growth of Our State. By Mr. Read, in a paper-bounpham-let- ,
something that should be in every home in the State. Price,

3 5 Cetl IS
Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address the
author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.

The "Arnold" Massage Vibrator
(ELECTRIC)

Makes Good Circulation

Which
Relieves

Congestion,
The Cause of

.

Deafness,

Rheumatism,

Sciatica.
Demonstration

at

Capital Pharmacy,
Also

at Residence.

I

EXERCISES

OF

It's Worth Trying.

Phone 41.

South

SI

MICHAEL'S

COLLEGE

Loretto

Auditorium

Crowded With
Commencement

Audience-- . E. P. Davies

and Honors

Bestowed.-Successf- ul

The last commencement of the year,
that ot St. Michael's college, last eve-ning, crowded the spacious auditorium
of Loretto academy.
The stage and
I'l'oscenium were tastefully decorated
tor the occasion. Banners and pen-danls in purple and white inscribed
with the words: "St. Michael's," were
suspended from the center of the
stage ceiling and other vantage points
with ribbon streamers forming garlands. In front of, and below the footlights, were banked potted plants and
The pupils
cut flowers in profusion.
sat in front to one side of the hall and
in the first row of seats sat Brother
Edward, the president of the college,
with the faculty, visiting priests and
guests of honor, while to the very last
seat and even standing, were crowded
t' representative audience that includmen.
ed many officials, professional
ladies, and girls and boys of the capital.
The Program.
It was exactly eight, o'clock, when
the exercises began. Outside of the
commencement orator and the awarding of the long list of medals and honors, the rendition of the musical, literary and oratorical program took exactly one hour. There were three ora
tions. Fernando Armijo described So-- j
cialism in the United States, reviewing its growth and history, warning
against its insidious precepts and describing the great Catholic church as
the most formidable bulwark that will
prevent Socialism from sweeping over
dethe entire nation. Felix Gomez
scribed in glowing words the possibilities, opportunities, natural resources
in his oration "Our
of .New Mexico
It was a good immigraPossibilities."
tion talk that preceded the last oration "Immigration," by Benjamin
in which the orator presented
strong reasons why the educational
test is not a proper test for Immigrants, incidentally dwelling on the
as
need and benefits of immigration,
well as the injustice of the sentiment
that would bar immigration from this
H. Cortesy, with dramatic
country.
fire and fervid, patriotic eloquence
that seemed to sweep everything before it, recited Drake's beautiful poem:
"The American Flag." All of the
speakers were frequently interrupted
ly applause.
The musical part of the program
was noteworthy. It included the vocal
duet "Beautiful Venice," by F. Cavig-giand E. Tipton, who had to respond
to an encore because of the spirit and
tunefulness with which they rendered
the selection. "Larboard Watch," and
"Tramp, Tramp," the latter ringing
with praise for school days and the
Alma Mater, were rendered with precision and spirit by the entire school
chorus, directed by Brother Edward
with Brother David as accompanist
and leader on the piano. The orchestral selections, given by a complete orchestra, also evoked merited applause,
the selections being "Silver Star,"
"Dancing Starlight" and a "Finale."
The junior orchestra, even outdid the
older pupils, although in a simpler selection, "Evergreen Schottische."
Awarding of Honors.
The four graduates, Fernando
Benjamin Sisneros, Felix Gomez
and Venceslao Serna, were then awarded their honors by Monsignor Antonio
Edwards calling
Fourchegu, Brother
Medals were also beoff the list.
stowed as follows:
Awards.
Gold medal for Christian Doctrine,
donated by Ri;;ht Rev. Mgr. Fourchegu. Won by Vencoslao Serna; second
honors, Fernando Armijo.
Gold
medal for oratory, donatWTon
ed by Rev. Dean G. Splinters.
in
next
merit,
Sisneros;
Benjamin
by
Fe'ix Gomez.
Gold medal for music, donated by
Pedro Ortiz. Merited by Jacob Martinez. Felix Gomez, Benjamin SisnerAwarded by lot
os, Henry Cortesy.
to Benjamin SUnoros.
seniors,
Gold medal for elocution,

Woman Finally Recovers
From Nervous Breakdown
Impoverished nerves destroy many
people before their time. Oltcn before ? sufferer realizes what the
trouble is, he is on the verge of a
It
complete nervous breakdown.
is of the utmost importance 'o keep
your nervous system in god condition, as the nerves are the source
of all bodily power.
Mrs. Anna
Kounz, 211 Mechanic St., Pueblo,
Colo., says:
"For many years I suffered from
nervous prostration; I was unable
to do any house work and doctors
Remedies I
failed to help me.
tried from druggists did not do
me a particle of good. A neighbor
told my husband about

Dr. Miles' Nervine
and he procured a bottle. Alter the
first tew doses l showed a marked
improvement and after taking two
bottles I was entirely cured. I have
been perfectly well for years and
cannot praise Dr. "Miles Nervine
too highly."
If you are troubled with loss of
appetite, poor digestion, weakness,
inability to sleep; if you are in a
general run down condition and
unable to bear your part of the
daily grind of life, you need something to strengthen your nerves.
You may not realize what is the matter with you, but that is no reason
why you should delay treatment.
has proven its value in nervous disorders for thirty years, and merits
a trial, no matter how many other
remedies have failed to help you.
Sold by all druggists. If first bottle
falls to benefit your money Is returned.
MILES MEDICAL CO., Elkhart, Ind.

ls

Year.

j

'U-,- m

2

c

2

SACCHARINE IN MEDICINES.
(By Si"ckU Loused Wire to New Mexican)
ashingtoil. D. C, June 23. The
saccharine rulings of the pure food
board were modified today to permit
the use of saccharine in medicinal
foods, when i;s presence is stated on
to 1
the label. The onier contains a specifa period of suffering and danger. Hgures were
ic provision against the interpretation
Women who use Mother's Friend ara higher. September started at 104
saved much discomfort and suffering, to lu.", 1.4, the same change from Sat- 'of the modification to permit, the use
and their systems, being thoroughly urday night as the market taken alto- of saccharine in iooiis not strictly med-- ;
A relapse 10 in
followed. icinal.
prepared by thl3 great remedy, ara gether.
in a healthy condition to meet tha Close steady ;M cents net higher at
time with the least possible suffering 101
to
Mother's Friend is
and danger.
September corn opened
recommended only for the relief and
is interested and should knnw
to
up to 72 72
sagged to
about the wonderful
comfort of expectant mothers; it Is in 72 and rallied to 72
Close easy at
(MARVEL Whirling Spray
no sense a remedy for various Ills, 72e the same as Saturday.
The new Vaginal Syringe.
best most convenient. It
but its many years of success, and
September oats started
cleanses instantly.
the thousands of endorsements reat 40
touched 40
and Ask your druggist for it.
ceived from women who have used it 'hen rose to 40
11 he ennnot suppiy
MARVEL, atctpt no c
are a guarantee of the benefit to ba
turned
Provisions
downward.
tut send s!:iniD for illustrated
sharply
derived from its use.
This remedy A
se?.!r(l. It gives full partial
huge jiacking concern was unload- Ixjok
does not accomplish wonders but simis? rtnddirfrtions ...v.'ilu.tbleto l:.dle: York
MARVEL
were
CO., 4ast23d Sireel.Niw
and
lower
there
quotations
ply assists nature to perfect its work. ing
Mother's Friend allays nausea, prevents caking of
j

Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's (Rv Special T.fased Wire to Now Mxl.i)
Chicago, 111., June 23. Dry hot.
voice, because nature intended her for
motherhood.
But even the loving weather in South Dakota and
Northwest forced the wheat
nature of a mother shrinks from the
Opening
ordeal because such a time is usually market today to advance.
1

donated by First. National Bank. Won
Lujan; second in merit. .u 13
Samaniefro; third, Clyde Duckworth.
Gold medal for Elocution,
Juniors,
donated by the Misses .Manderfield.
Won by Eugene Tipton;
s pond
in
merit, Andres Gutierrez;
third, Antonio Goycoolea.
Gold medal for best Knsrlish essay,
s
donated
Hardware
by
Won by Felix Gomez; second in merit, Fernando Armijo.
Gold medal for penmanship, donated by .Air. 11. B. Cartwritilit.
Won by
Benjamin Sisneros; second in merit,
Felix Gomez.
Gold medal for General Excellence,
senior class, donated by a friend. Won
by Fernando Armijo; second in merit,
Benjamin Sisneros.
Gold medal for general excellence
junior ckiss. donated by Mr. I.eo
llerseh. Won by Frank Gaines: second in merit; Alejandro Espinosa.
Gold medal for general excellence,
third college cliiss, donated
by Mr.
Ado'f Seligman. Won by Sabino Oli
vas: second in merit, Arthur llescli.
Gold medal for general excellence,
first intermediate class, donated by
Mr. David
Lowitzky. Awarded to
Eugene Tipton: next in merit, Jose
Lucero.
Gold medfll for general excellence,
second intermediate class,
donated
by Francesco
Delgado. Awarded to
Antonio Otero: second in merit, Francisco Anclinndn.
Gold medal for general excellence,
third intermediate class, donated by
Mr. John Pfluegcr.
Awarded to Jose
De Armohd; next in merit, Robert
Rogers.
Gold medal for general excellence,
preparatory class, donated by Mr. H.
Kaune. Awarded to Reyes Gonzales;
next in merit, Alfredo Rivera.
Gold medal for general exce'lence,
special class, donated by the Parlor
Meat Market.
Awarded to Ignacio
I'alomares; next in merit, Alfonso
Bours.
Gold medal for proficiency in typewriting, dotwted by Remington Typewriter Co. Won by Arthur llescli;
second in merit, Fernando Armijo.
Gold medal for deportment, senior,
boarding department, donated by Mr.
II. Yontz. Merited by Felix Gomez.
Sabino Olivas, Venceslao Serna. Fares
Jaquez. Awarded by lot to Venceslao
Serna.
First prize for deportment, J tnior
boarding dpar1irent, donated by Mr.
Adolf Vohs. Merited by Pleasant Hill.
Monico Maribal.
Awarded by lot to
Pleasant Hill.
Honorab'e mentions are awarded to
the following students who have distinguished themselves as follows:
Senior Class.
Benjamin Sisneros, general excellence.
Vi uoeslao
excel
Serna, general
lenco.
Fernando Armijo, typewriting.
Fe'ix Gomez, oratory.
Junior Class.
Javier Bazet, general excellence.
Alejandro Espiuosa, general excellence.
Frank E. Gaines, penmanship.
by Leo

1

1

Representative
Orator-Meda-

Dakota and Canadian
Send in Reports of Dismal
Crop Outlook.

at the yards.

Initial sales ranged
to 10121-2off with September delivery 1S.90 for pork; 11.03
Fields to ll.ii"
for lard, and 10. GO for ribs.

FORCES WHEAT PRICES.
?

Dr. Miles' Nervine

THE
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DRY HOT WEATHER

A CARD.

j

M.

Wood-Davi-

:

(

Every Woman

"Si

MM

c

i1oln&F5

Si
jf4fmt1n

the breasts, and
in every
way
contributes
to
strong,
healthy
motherhood. Mother's Friend Is sold
at drug Btores.
Write for our free
book for expectant mothers.
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR

1

SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES
EAST AND WEST
3

CO., Atlanta, Ga.

yet, how the seven grown sons and
daughters of that family still cling to
the faith of their father and mother."
In conclusion, lie dwelt
Applause.
011 the thought,
that the graduates ot
St. Michael's College should make it
easier for poor boys 10 attain such educational advantages as St. Michael's
college offers; bow they should, with
gifts and endowments, enable the
to extend its work so that Santa
Fe would have a great Catholic university; how in this work should be included vocational
training, the one
great need of Xew .Mexico in order to
develop to the fullest its possibilities,
the one great, consuming dream and
of
endeavor
Pitaval.
Archbishop
Storms of applause swept: over the
audience at frequent intervals as Mr.
Davies spoke.
Had a Successful Year.
Under Brother Edwards' guidance,
St. Michael's college has had a most
successful year, during the term having enrolled 123 and more boarding
students.
The institution is one of
great material benefit to the city, and
certainly, of inestimable educational
value to the commonwealth.
It is conducted by the Christian Brothers and
has had especial success in training
young men for business life.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Paul,
Denver,
St. Louis,
Chicago,
$21.10
$50.35
$44.35
$50.35
Salt Lake,
Colo. SDrinprs,
Pueblo,
$40.00
$16.15
$18.15

coi-leg- e

CALIFORNIA

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35
Return

On sale daily, June 1st to September 30th, 1912.
limit, October 3 1st, 1912.

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

$40.55

San Francisco,

Oakland,

Oneway via Portland

$50.55

$67.50

San Diego,

On sale June 12, 1 3, 14, 15, 1 6, 1 7, 18, 1 9, 20. Return limit,
August 12, 1912. Also on sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept.
2, 3, 5, 6, 1912. Return limit, Oct. 31, 1912.

JOHNSON GETS NEW
OFFER FOR FIGHT.

Liberal

'

Hugh Mcintosh Telegraphs Challenge)
for Battle in Australia for
$30,000 Win or Lose.

Stop-Ove-

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona.

Privileges.

r

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer

Special Leased wire to Now Mfxlcan)
I.as Vegas, N. M June 2:.. Hugh
Mcintosh, the Australian promoter, litis
written Champion Jack Johnson and
offered him $30,0011 for a bout, to be
within the
fought in Kangaroo-lannext year. It is supposed Johnson's
prospective antagonist is Sam Lang-ford- ,
(hough the name of that colored
fighter is not mentioned. McTntosh offers to post at once a forfeit of
as a guarantee of good faith. Johnson has not yet decided whether he
will accept the offer.
Attell Seeks Ring Site.
San Francisco, Calif., June 2.".
"Abe" Attell,
former featherweight
champion "Harlem" Tommy .Murphy,
and their managers are busy today trying to pick a ring site for the 20 round
fight which was to have come off in
Third College Class.
James Coffroth's arena at Daly City
Arthur Hesch, general excellence.
on July 4.
Manuel Chavez, general excellence.
The
Juan Rodriguez, general excellence. of San trustees of Dailya City, a suburb
Francisco by vote of .1 to 2
Julian Lobato, general excellence.
refused late last night to grant
.eopo'do Abeyta. penmanship.
a permit. They based their acFirst Intermediate Class.
tion on the publication of a newspaper
Jose I.ucero, general excellence.
story, after the last
Jose Chnve", general excellence.
bout here, that Murphy hud agreed to
Antonio Lopez, English.
let Atlell win and then "double crossPleasant Hill, penmanship.
ed" him in the ring. Attell was outManuel Gomez, penmanship.
fought and lost the decision.
Second Intermediate Class.
Francisco Ancliando, application.
Jacobo Anchando, application.
BABY NEEDS WATCHING
N
IN SUMMER TIME.
Jose Donahue application.
Andres Gutieriez, application.
Their Little Stomachs Get Out
Thomas Lucero, application.
of Order Easily in Hot
Calvin McBurney, penmanship.
Weather.
Francisco Delgado, penmanship.
William P. Ruiz, penmanship.
Mothers should watch closely the
Earl VogI, penmanship.
condition of the children's bowels.!
Fred Salazar, penmanship.
babies especially.
Keep the bowels
Norman Hampel, penmanship.
regular and much of the illness to
Monico Maribal, penmanship.
which children are most susceptible in
Third Intermediate Class.
slimmer can be prevented.
Robert Rogers, application.
The most prevalent symptoms are
Juan Lopez, application.
and diarrhoea.
When
constipation
Fares Jaquez, application.
waste from the stomach congests in
Enrique Lobato, application.
the bowels and makes your little one
Armando Samanicgo, Christian doc- feverish and
fretful, with a feeling of
trine.
heaviness or languor, try giving it a
Easebio Arragon. language.
spoonful of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup PepEmelio Pacheeo, penmanship.
sin at bedtime. Ry morning this pleasFrank costa, penmanship.
ant, mild laxative will act gently, yet
Frank Owen, penmanship.
positively, and restore normal condi
tions. This simple, natural remedy is
Prepara'ory Class.
Alfredo Rivera, application.
also invaluable In checking summer
Jose Lucero, application.
diarrhoea.
By thoroughly cleansing
Richard Rogers, penmanship.
the bowels, the foreign matter and
poisons that irritate and inflame the
Special Class.
tissues are eliminated. Don't torture'
Alfonso Bonis, general progress.
the child with harsh cathartic, purga-Antonio Goycoolea, English.
tive or astringent remedies, that up-- i
Manuel Bours, penmanship.
set the whole system, and at best only
Ramon Salido, penmanship.
There was applause as each name relieve temporarily. Dr. Caldwell's
was read off and the recipients proud- Syrup Pepsin, while positive in its ef-- j
ly stepped on the stage and made feet, acts gently and without griping or
conditl" eir bow to the audience.
discomfort, restoring normal
tions.
Orator of the Evening.
In using Syrup Pepsin for children
Assistant District Attorney E. P.
Davies was the orator of the evening the mother can feel perfectly safe, as
and his address was one of eloquence it contains no opiates or narcotic;
and good advice. He dwelt on the drug, being a combination of simple
work of the Christian laxative herbs with pepsin. By carry- Brothers and the excellent education- ing off the dislodged tissues of mucous
al opportunities offered by St. Mich- membrane that inflame the nasal passael's College. He Impressed upon the ages it will quickly break the "sumgraduates that their work is far from mer cold" that is so annoying. Dr.
completed, that the field of knowledge Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is sold by
is just opening up to them. He told druggists for fifty cents a bottle the
of his own boyhood, of the struggles larger family size, one dollar. A free
of his parents in a county and one of trial bottle, postpaid, can be obtained
the central states which boasted that by writing to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 40C
it bad only three Catholic families, Washington St., Montlcello, Illinois.

Tourist Rate? from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

'Fy

For further information call on or address,
: :
SANTA FE, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

d

$10,-00-

0

Ota's Shoes!
The Best That's Made.

Cof-frot-

Attell-Murph-

y

MANY MEN have resolved to come
A GREAT
to;this store for their SUMMER SHOES.

these men are postedknow just what sort
shoes they want, and they also know where

AH

of

to get them

!

They Save Themselves Time, Trouble

and Money,

If They Look

at Our

Shoes, We'll Get Their Money, Sure

!

If They Buy Without Seeing Our Shoes
it Will Be Their Loss as Well as Ours

1

!

Our styles are far away from just the ordinary

sort

'

of shoes!

MEN'S OXFORDS,
$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00
Where
Quality
Meets
Price

$Qkn9flueqer

See
Our
Window
Display

"

--

1
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The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING

COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW,
fakes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureWILLIAM F. BROGAN,
Associate Editor

Daily, six months, by
Weekly, six nronths
Weekly, ;er year
Weekly, per quarter

....

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

mail......

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week by carrier
.75
Daily, per month, by carrier.
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

FIRST

cos were Mr. and

Ranch Activities.

Mrs. Frank Owen Frost
her sister, and Miss Wilson,
Valley
?3. 50
Valley Ranch, X. m., June 24, 1012. nnd their three children who are re- returned to Santa Fe 'from the Upper
1.00 The
heavy rains of yesterday did not turning today, Mr. C. A. Whited, jew Pecos last night in spite of the heavy
2.00 prevent a number of Santa
Feans eler of Raton; W Iter C. Hately with roads.
Mr. and Mrs.
Consuela
Band of Chicago,
50 from visiting the Upper Pecos, while Misses May and
Bergere
the fishing was good in spite of the stripped in while out for a motor trip. leached here on No. 1 and are planning
discoloration of the river.
while Sheriff Chas. Closson with a tc include with maiiy" other horseback
and

The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to j Among the visitors to the Upper Pe party consisting of Mr. Bennett, Mrs. trips, one to Santa Fe.
every postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation j
among the intelligent and progressre people of the Southwest.
1(. three times as much as all of the PARKER WINS CHAIRMANSHIP
took the platform to second the nomOVER BRYAN ON FIRST VOTE. ination of Parker. Cries of "Vote,
gold and silver produced in the same
time in Xew Mexico,
(UNION( jfr)L,BCt?
Vote" interrupted the speech of Bell.
In Syria, apricot paste, or
Continued irora rage One.
Great oisorder continued to interrupt
is produced and the industry
Bell and the galleries were warned
is especially adapted to Xew Mexico's who having enough money to send the
would be absolutely wrecked
they would be cleared tomorrow if
dry climate. The orchard owner digs fleet on its famous cruise to the Pa- the disoruerly scenes continued. Repand the thousands of people
THE REPUBLICAN PLAT- a basin two to three feet deep and into cific, sent it without sanction of Conof Brooklyn
FORM.
resentative Fitzgerald
undependent upon it would be
that throws the ripe apricots after gress, leaving it to appropriate the was
the
N
to speak in behalf of
The platform adopted by
employed.
recognized
they are pitted, and then stamps them money for the return when Congress Parker.
The platform admits that
Republican party in national
Fitzgerald spoke amid deriwith his bare feet. The pulp is then deemd that
some of the import duties are
convention in Chicago will, in
sive yells from all quarters. The floor
necessary.
nnA
InnAl
nn thin hnnwlo
cnranrl
too high while others are too
"This is the man who advocated and galleries were in great disorder.
the light of future events, come
under trees or in shady places to dry. federal
low and it advocates a
to be one of the strong, fear- It was reported Senator Kern had
incorporation for the increase
The paste when dry is only one tenth of
N less and able platforms of
from time to time of
power at Washington and the light- been taken ill from the heat and had
infl tha Vinot'rla
nl on inph ill thifl.-nicX American politics.
tariff schedules to meet chang- V'are
of legal burdens on the corpor- gone to his hotel.
of uniform
size. Each sheet ening
It evades no issue; it re- ing conditions.
the man who caused the abations;
Fitzgerald announced that Parker
between
five
and
six
weighs
pounds
The platform declares that
sorts to no subterfuge; it places
of the Tennessee Coal and wou'd not withdraw.
sorption
2:1
2S
to
and
from
cents, about
brings
the proper way to prepare a
before the nation a set of prin- Iron Company by the steel trust; the
Roll Calf on Chairman.
$1.10,000 worth being exported each
tariff is by a scientific study of
man who, by many such drastic acts
ciples that are honest, wise and
The roll call on temporary chairman-chito
be
in
manufactured
into
,
i.voar
jam
all conditions entering into the
in keeping with the past niagand by unnumbered words has sought
began at 2:40.
Germany and other countries. The
nificent history of the great
complicated question and the
tn batter down our statutory and conParker 24; vote challenged
Alabama,
can
on
this
the
produce
paste
Democratic
party.
party is severely
and poll of delegation
ordered. A
farm, and with little cost and labor, stitutional safeguards.
condemned for refusing to proIt is fitting that in its open- .;harp contest arose over the Alabama
Reference Made to Msxico.
on
which
an
the
market
article
place
atXlX
vide
for
a
it
continuance of the
again calls
ing phrases,
is easy to ship.
"He who runs may read the danger vote, one delegate voting individually-foS
tention to Abraham Lincoln and XX tariff board or failing to proBryan, the state chairman mainthat
threatens the country ruled by
X vide some other means for a
his tolerance towards all with
that the unit rale gave Alataining
such a man. Do we envy Mexico her
scientific study of the tariff
malice towards none a man
IT LIVES.
bama's 24 votes to Parker.
who came in the hour of need,
thirty years of wedded life, or the war
questions. The Democratic tar;
Paiker 22
Alabama, Bryan
Men may come and men may go, the divorce from Diaz precipitated,
iff bills are condemned for failX as the leader not only of a
Arizona, Bryan 4; Parker 2.
but
on
lives
forever.
the
republic
the
end of which no man may prophX party but of a nation torn with
ing to present tariff measures,
Arkansas, Parker 18.
Bosses may rise and bosses may fall, esy? The way to prevent a life series
based upon a proper knowledge
X civil war and who, when that
California, Parker 18; Bryan 7;
but
will
survive
the Republican party
of the needs of the country.
of terms is to prevent the present at- Kern 1.
X war was over, uttered the first
and go on to final victory.
This in brief, is a review of
words for peace in an effort to
to
tempt
capture the office of a third
Colorado, Parker 4; Bryan 6.
Presidents may win and Presidents term. One of our
the north and the
the platform upon which the
opportunities in
Connecticut, Parker 12; Bryan 2.
and
candidates
lose,
may
may
quarrel
south.
Republican party goes before
this campaign is to lead the fight
Delaware, Parker 0; Bryan 6.
be
the
but
may
perverted,
platforms
the nation and when the DemLincoln
has
As Abraham
the third term. That opporFlorida, Parker 11; Bryan 1.
rank and the file of the voting masses against
come to be universally revered
ocratic party has equalled it,
tunity should appeal to every drop of
Georgia, Parker 2S.
then and then only, will that
V and respected and his memory
b'ood
in our veins.
Idaho, Parker 0; Bryan S.
patriotic
sion.
party be in position to appeal
sacredly cherished by both of
we have
been
Illinois, Parker 58; Bryan 0.
"Unquestionably
a
not
This
born
was
in
nation
day.
to
X the great factions of those days
the people that it be again
Indiana, Parker 21; Bryan 8; one
It was the outcome of a long and bit- wrong in assuming that a tradition
and their progeny, so will the
entrusted with the reins of
a third term constitutes a suf- not voting.
against
of
shock
It
the
survived
ter
struggle.
X platform adopted at Chicago, in
government.
Iowa, Parker 13; Bryan 13.
war with other nations. It came out ficient safeguard against unscrupilous
the course of time, stand out
Kansas, Parker 0; Bryan 20.
We
and ambition for unlimited power.
of its civil strife chastened
X as a document of wisdom in an
Bryan,
Kentucky, Parker. 17
need a definite constitutional limita- strengthened.
V hour of uncertainty.
FROM WOOL TO CLOTH.
7
one not voting.
tion
which
'
shall
waves
It
has
prevent
imperia'istic
many
passed
through
First of all, the platform calls
The Republican tariff has made of adversity. It has swept away ob- - souls from forcing persona! continua- Louisiana, Parker 10; Bryan 10.
to the wonderful
V attention
Maine, Parker 11: Bryan 1.
possible the sheep industry in Xew stacles that seemed insurmountable. tion in office for long periods or for
of
this
under
the
nation
growth
Mexico with something
Maryland,
like twenty It has overthrown demagogues
a
Parker, 14
ond
of
and
tlie
selection
life,
personal
of
national
the
wise provisions
million dollars
Bryan, 1
invested,
'office.
successor
in
it
producing
do
will
demolished
It
disturbers.
And
constithe
V constitution, as drafted by the
three million dollars worth of wool again.
Massachusetts, Parker 15; Bryan 17;
tutional provision should go one step
founders of the republic and
and more than six million dollars
Once more it is being put to the test. further than our recently assailed tra- O'Gorman 4.
the party is pledged to uphold
worth of Iambs each year, the reve-- ,
Michigan. Parker, 21; Bryan, 9.
dition.
theorists,
the wise provisions of that
nue from which finds its way into local Experimental
Minnesota, Parker 0: Bryan 24.
loudmouthed
and
demagogues
"The
sina
should
limit
egotists
to
which
document
under
provision
great
banking and business channels,
giv-- I pre
Mississippi, Parker 20.
having their day. Whether it will gle terrn. Then will the occupants of
V nearly one hundred millions of
ing employment to some 20,000 fam- he a long or a short one depends upon the office
Missouri, Parker 22; Bryan 14.
X people have lived and prosper-have before them but the
ilies and more, and helping in many the common sense of the American
Montana, Parker 1 ; Bryan 7.
one ambition so to fulfill the great
ed in one of the greatest na- ways in the
of the State. people.
Xebraska, Parker!; Bryan 13.
V tions the world has ever know n.
trust reposed in them that upon reA Democratic
Nevada, Bryan 6.
victory in the fall, or
Are all the lessons taught by the
The platform says:
tirement they sha'l hear from a grateXew Hampshire, Parker 3; Bryan 5
rather, a Republican defeat, would de- experiences of the past to go for ful people the commendation 'Well
The Republican Party is,
Xew Jersey, Parker 4; Bryan 24.
that
as
far
important
and
be
industry
We
Jistroy
forgotten?
naught
hope done, thou
as always, a party of advanc- good and faithful servant.'
Xew Mexico. Bryan S.
Xew Mexico is concerned.
With
'fls
not.
believe
not.
We
ed constructive statesman-V
that destruction would also vanish
Xew York, srker 90.
Tariff Blamed for ills.
"God reigns and the government at
to
It
is
go
ship.
prepared
"In this great country which boasts
North
Carolina,
15;
Parker,
(a new- hope, the likelihood that even- - AVashington still lives."
forward with the solution of
itllallV WOOlen mills tannerinc onrl nl.
of a wealth of one hundred and thirty Bryan, 9.
Leslie's
will
Thus
uphold
Weekly
those new questions Which6X. l;p( niflnnfnptim'lipinrlltctrioc,
..... i.'H
North Dakota. Bryan 10.
O
IIUUIU the standard of optimism in its editor- billion as against eighty bil'ion for
lc, ivnuTrl
social economical and politic- - . establish themselves
in Xew Mexico, ial column in its edition of Thursday Great Britain, and Ireland: sixty bilOhio, Paiker 29: Bryan 19.
X
al development have brought
The completion of the Panama Canal
lion for France and sixty-fivOklahoma, Bryan, 15: Parker, 5.
billion
X
into the forefront of the na- - V which, by the way is another' Repub-wil- l this week. .
Oklahoma vote challenged and poll
for
all
conscious
are
that
Germany;
X
tion's interest.
(lhiAVamnnt
Xew
of delegation ordered.
too
place
a
our
has
wealth
of
large
pnrf
X
It then declares that the ReMexico in an exceptionally advantagST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.
Corrected
on
vote
been secured by a sma'l percentage of
Oklahoma,
X publican party will strive both
eous position for mamifp during purThe venerable pioneer institution of our population ond that the cost of Bryan, 20.
V in the nation and in the state
poses, for besides having the markets
Oregon, Bryan, 9: Parker, 1.
Saint Michael's Col- - living rises faster than the average
X to enact the necessary legisla- of Mexico on the south, factories here higher learning,
closed
has
another successful income.
Pennsylvania, Bryan, C7; Parker, 9.
lege,
X tion to protect public health,
t
will be
from the port of year. From its halls of
Rhode Island, Parker, 10.
"The principal cause of all this is
learning have
X regulate the labor of women
San Diego on the Pacific and GalvesSouth Carolina, Bryan, IS.
gone forth in the past half century and to be found in the tariff statues and
X and children
and to protect
ton on the Gulf.
more the men who have in greater jn tne combinations
South Dakota, Bryan 10.
X wage earners engaged in dan- trade
restraining
The Xew Mexican is just in receipt
part made history in Xew Mexico. Yet, and comnetition cheated for tlie nur-Tennessee, Bryan, 7; Parker, 17.
X gerous employment. It declares
of a nicely printed monograph,
en
as the commencement orator put it
X for an adequate employers lia- Texas, Bryan, 40.
wringing from the public
titled, "From Wool to Cloth," which, last evening, despite the hundreds of pose ofdollar
X bility act and for the protection
Utah, Parker. 4; Bryan, 4.
which the tariff statutes
every
with its illustrations, tells much about
graduates who have achieved great make possible."
X of the rights of all.
Vermont, rarker, S
the wool industry that people should success,
despite the thousands of boys
X
With reference to the recall
Virginia, Parker, 14; Bryan, 10.
Sudden Adjournment Taken.
know and that is important, especial-l- who
occupied a higher plane in life
X of the judiciary the platform
Washington, Bryan, 14.
The
wearied
to New Mexico.
crowds,
by
delay,
long
For
the
instance,
than otherwise because of the practicX openly and honestly opposes it V fact that
West Virginia, Parker, 9
Eryan,
the United States raises al education and high ideals instilled began leaving the galleries and there
X but declares in favor of a law
less than
of the raw wool in them by the Christian Brothers, St. was great disorder as Judge Parker 6
X that shall make it easier and
Wisconsin, Bryan, 2G .
;that is produced in the world, and Michael's College should be a much sought to proceed.
X quicker to remove from office
s
Wyoming, Bryan, 6
'le?s than
The convention suddenly adjourned
of that used in greater institution, should be a CathX any corrupt member of the
Alaska, Parker, 4; Bryan, 2.
!the United States, in itself shows that olic University whose beacon lights until 8 o'clock tonight without Judge
X bench.
District of Columbia, Parker, 6.
is one capable of rapid would shine over the entire west. It Parker finishing his speech.
This
jthe
industry
X
It clearly states its opposiHawaii, Parker, 4; Bryan, 2.
as at 3:47 p. m.
expansion and no state is as well could be this, if the graduates of the
X tion to monopoly and to illegal
located fnr that nnmn qc Von- - vrv.
Philippines, Parker, 4; Bryan, 2.
to
The
was
motion
made
were
to
a
make
by
adjourn
college
systematic,
X combinations of capital in re- Porto Rico, Bryan, 4; Parker, 2. ,'
ico. The processes of manufacture concerted endeavor to endow
the col- Representative Fitzgerald and it was
X straint of trade and declares
Official vote on temporary chairare such that
labor, good lege. Sooner or later, such systematic carried with a wild whoop, the dele- X for a law that shall clearly de- water like that found at Santa Fe or effort would attract magnificent gifts, gates making a break for the doors man:
Parker, 579;
Bryan, 50G;
X fine such offense so that those
Deming, climate under which perspira- endowments such as have made great despite the
of Judge Parker O'Gorman, 4; Kerc 1.
X who honestly are trying to obey
attempt
tion is reduced to a minimum, are im- universities out of a number of Protes- to
continue.
X the law will know specifically
Judge Parker, seeing WILL BRYAN ELOQUENCE
llOl'tant factors, thnt will snnnsr nr tant
SWEEPS THE CONVENTION.
colleges located in fields in which that it 'was useless to continue, sus
X what constitutes an offense.
later, locate many woolen mills in this the good they do is not near as unfor temporary
Although defeated
X
For the adjustment of inter- pended his remarks. The keynote
immediate vicinity.
limited as the field open to St. Mich- speech may be made when the con chairman by Alton B. Parker by a
X state commerce and all matters
That fs, providing the Republicans ael's College.
vote of 579 to 50C, friends of W. J.
vention meets this evening.
X of trade, a national trades com- this fall carry this State and the NaThe interest that all of Santa Fe's
Bryan do not concede that the
X mission is advocated. Of great- Kern
Makes
Plea.
Harmony
tion, and thus assure the continuance businessmen feel in St. Michael's Colhas been eliminated as a facX est importance to the varied in- took
Senator
then
Kern
the
plat
of the Protective Tariff policy and the lege, is commendable. It is
recognized form and was mildly cheered. Kern tor in subsequent deliberations of the
X dustries of Xew Mexico is the
square deal to capital, enterprise and that from the material standpoint
Democratic national convention.
X stand taken for a protective
said he wished to take no action which
the workmen.
There can be no doubt that Mr.
alone, the college is worth very much would
X tariff. On this the platform
candidate
Indiana's
prejudice
to this city, is one of the institutions
Bryan is the central figure as Mr.
X says :
for
the
Governor
Marshall Roosevelt was in
presidency,
UTILIZING SURPLUS ORCHARD that makes Santa Fe great.
The differX
The protective tariff is so
"I believe that Judge Parker is as ence is that the Chicago.
PRODUCTS.
made
his fight
latter
woven into the fabric of our
X
earnestly desirous of Democratic suc outside the convention to win the ReThis is an abundant fruit year and
X
industrial and agricultural
MEXICO
NEW
I
cess
AGRICULTURE.
as
continued
this
am,"
year
thousands of dollars worth of fruit
publican nomination for himself as 8
X
life that to substitute for it a
will be wasted
in Xew Mexico orA census bulletin issued today show- Kern. Shouts of "Parker greeted the leading progressive, while the former
X
tariff for revenue only would
Kern appealed to is going into the Democratic convenchards because fruit raisers have not ed that in the census year, Xew Mexi- announcement.
X
destroy many industries and
Parker to unite with him in the sup- tion, apparently to wage the battle of
yet learned what to do with the
co
in
had
acres
8"v
218,037
cereals;
X
throw millions of our people
The erection of a
product.
acres in corn; ,12,341 acres in port of Senator O'Gorman of Xew progressivelsin itself.
X
out of employment. The pro- cannery does not always solve the wheat; 33,707 acres in oats; 2,131 acres York; Senator Culberson of Texas;
Many of the other recognized leadX
ducts of the farm and the
It did not do so at Santa in barley; 257 acres in rye; 03,570 Representative Clayton of Alabama, ers of Democracy are
problem.
wondering what
X
mines should receive the
Fe, which through public subscription acres in kafir corn; 368,409 acres in or one of a number of others he des- will be the final power of Bryan's eloX
same measure of protection
and stock sales equipped an
forage plants: 6,230 acres In potatoes. ignated.
quence; whether that gift which inX
as other products of Ameri.
cannery, which languished and finally It produced that same year 2,973,383
Representative Fitzgerald of Brook- spired him to the famous "crown of
X
can labor.
died from inanition.
But in other bushels of cereals valued at $2,382,996: lyn, in behalf of Judge Parker, made thorns and cross of gold" speech and
X
There is no chance for an ar- countries, individual orchard owners 1,164,970 bushels of corn valued at his way to the platform.
won the presidential nomination for
X gument against the protective
have learned to handle the surplus $984,0.12; 499,799 bushels in wheat
him in 1896 again will be able to rally
Old Leader.
for
Jeers
X tariff so far as New Mexico is
fruit on their own account. There is, valued at $508,726; 720,560 bushels in Kern,
X concerned and very little in any
continuing, protested against the party's support around him as the
cf course, the drying and preserving of oats valued at $459,306; 43,490 bushel a
adverse cries of Bryan, exclaiming standard bearer.
X of the other states for the
fruit which every orchard owner might or oanej vaiuea at j.ju.b.'b:
Seven of Democracy's strong men
that
X American standard of living has
jeers for the old leader meant not
tackle of his own account without bushels of rye valued at $2,650; 431.-are avowed candidates for the presiDemocrfltic
suicide.
but
X been fixed and fixed by a Re- homicide,
waiting for the erection of a big eva- 053 tons of forage valued at $4,469,709; When
nomination. None of them can
X publican regime.
The work- Park,r declined to withdraw dential
In Servia. for
porator or cannery.
do more than hope to receive the reX man, the stockralser, the man- - V
nim
and
withdrew
Ker
p'aced
owners
the
orchard
instance,
72S
of
produce $234,636.
on the first ballot. Mr.
M
X ufacturer, the miner and in fact
noraination with the dec- - quired has votes
plum jam that finds a market all over X OW
OYIPrt to liro.ominintl r a n o rri"
said repeatedly that he was
Bryan
X all lines of industry and those
the world. It is boiled down to the cultural state, although Just on the
in no sense a candidate,; yet he enX dependent thereon, need the
mony did not avail, then the De.no-ciat- s tered the convention
consistency of hard cheese and is eve of its development.
as a delegate
X protection of a tariff or they
m ist turn to the acknowledged
.considered a staple that brings a
choice of
eecond
from
the
Nebraska,
X must come to the standard of
leader, and that leader must be Wil- more states than any avowed candicertain market price the world over
X cheap labor, scant living, un- liam
same
J. Bryan.''
as wheat or corn. Last year,
the
New Mexico has 283 printing estabdate. Since his arrival here Sunday
X certain existence and the vari- Servia exportetd $568,C99 worth of lishments valued at $388,782, producing
while night, Mr. Bryan has diplomatically
Great cheering
followed
X ous other evils which would be
that jam, in addition to $2,102,262 $467,739 annually. There are but
Bryan again counted the platform evaded several efforts of friendly dele
X the direct result of free trade.
worth of dried Dlums. In other words.
In the new and motioned for order.
industries
gates to draw him out on the subject.
One great industry alone in
X
ihese two items alone in th.o llttlo state that reach these sums and give
Bell Pleads for Parker.
It would seem from his demeanor that
J New Mexico, the wool Industry,
no cket kingdom of Servia, amounted employment to as many men.
Theodore A Bell, of California, bis greatest Interest was to gain con- V
J
j
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trol of the convention for the progressives and prevent the nomination of a
reactionary.
As the chairman of the committee
on resolutions, which he probably will
be, Mr. Brjan will have the opportunity to speak in presenting the platform. Right after that the nomination
for president will be in order.
A spirit of rivalry pervaded the con
vention city all last night and today.
Bryan Nominates Kern.
Mr. Bryan finally secured quiet and
began speaking, placing in nomination
(Continued

on Page Five.)
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Ralph Sparks and others formed a
'party that took in the Indian dance at
iSan Juan yesterday, fining in an auto-
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And what is so rare a? a day in June?:
V'hy, a country hand that plays in Roeder, W. J. Siehle, were others
tune,
lrnm Albuquerque, who were guests
Or a honeymoon that doesn't
end at the Montezuma last evening
of
soon,
ii,-and Mrs. "William C. Schnopnle
Or a 'possum dinner wnr.oui a coon, illKi daughter, have ngai.i taken up
Or a lover's stroll without a spoon,
their residence in Sain a Fe alter
L1NDIIARDT,
Or a German band with no basson,
three years absence at Esnaiml;'. Mr ;
Or a circus day without a balloon,
Schnepple will go in'o business here.
125 Palace Ave.
Or a moonlight night, without
a
Attorney General Frank YV. Clancy
moon,
returned last night from Albuquer-oue- .
Or a zoological garden with no baMrs Clancy v iil come iu-boon,
week when the Clancy's will have PARKER WINS CHAIRMANSHIP
OVER BRYAN ON FIRST VOTE.
Or a padded cell without a loon,
completed their removal Hum AlbuOr a current event with no cartoon,
Fe.
to
Santa
'Continued From Page Four.)
Or a vaudeville show with no buffoon. querque
Or a political campaign and no lamIS
BATTLE
ANOTHER
for temporary chairman, Senator Kern
poon,
LIKELY IN MEXICO. of Indiana. The delegates rose, cheer-- !
Or a boarding hoise meal without a
ed and swung their hats. .
prune
These are rarer far than a day in Rebels and Federals Only a Few Miles
Bryan spoke slowly, his words being
June!
lunetuated with cheers.
Apart and Skirmishes Are Tak- (Laura L. Kirk wood in Judge.)
"If any of you ask for my credeu
ing Place at Intervals.
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in three campaigns I have been the
We Have the Finest Line of
champion of the Democratic
A
party's
Silk and Embroidery Dresses in the City
Joaquin Tellez, leading ihe van- piineiples and in three campaigns
have
received
the votes of six and
f
guard of the government forces, has
and all we want is a chance to show you what we have. Did ;
million Democrats."
crossed the river here and is within
Tumultuous
cheering.
you see the display of WHITE HAND HAGS, the very latest A
twelve miles of P.achinmba, the rebe'
in that line. The price is right and they are the swell thing it
"Has any one sought harmony more
position. Genera! liuerta, the feder? ' asked
to carry.
al commander-in-chief- ,
wiih the main titan
isryan.
no," came from
columns and artillery will
have
crossed the big Ortiz bridge within ihall.
llerseh.
21 hours :uid an engagement is imn.
Bryan Was Turned Down.
ADOLF
GO.
GOODS
Mr. and Mrs. IT. A. Cormier left last
ncnt provided the rebels do not retire.
said he had urged the nationBryan
and
El
other
for
Paso
evening
points
Rebels Await an Atack,
jal committee to consult the candidates,
in Texas.
At Rebel Front, iiachimba,
Mex., 'particularly the two leading candidates
Col. R. E. Twitchell of Las Vegas,
''llt without avail. The friends of
rrrived last evening. He is here on June IT,. The re' el vanguard in Trout su
had united with those of Clark in
liachimba has been watching the
'
railroad business.
Father Montreal has arrived from slow advance of the ledera's and the!1'1'' of a candidate for temporary
Denver to conduct a retreat for the present calculations point to outpost chairman, continued Bryan, "and had
SPECIAL SALE OF
lighting at any hour and a battle, if J!'een ,uni,'(1 down" by the national
Sisters of Charity.
tee.
Miss Jesusita C. Ferran of Coyote, there is to be any at all, on Thursday,
a" s sl" "1,s sentences still nau
.
Rio Arriba county, arrived last even- Hie proximity of the two armies tne
crowds cheering. "W e are writing
was
to
skirmishexpected
bring
sharp
ing in the capital.
"the
history today," he exclaimed,
Mrs. John Pflueger and baby left ing today.
is waiting to hear whether
Approximately "..Itiii rebels are in country
yesterday for Los Angeles and Pacific
Bachiniha and General Rojas says a jth.is convention will follow Chicago in
coast summer resorts.
to the voice
of predatory
determined
Collector
resistance will be made. listening
Revenue
Deputy Internal
wealth."
All
women and children have been
J. E. Hestan is in the Capital after
AT REDUCED PRICES
Galleries Shout for Parker.
ordered from cam)).
a trip through the state.
minBryan had spoken twenty-twJ. W. Akers left this forenoon for
utes, when then.' were demonstrative
Golden, southern Santa Fe county, to WOMEN'S FEDERATION
interruptions from the galleries, with
DISCUSSES DIVORCE. cries of "Parker."
look after his mining interests.
to New Mexican)
Mr. and Mrs. Meliton S. Otero of (By Special
"The song of victory should be!
A Well Selected Stock to Please Every Taste
San Francisco,
Calif., June 25.
Cuhero, were in Santa Fe yesterday
by one whose heart has been in
and Every Purse.
commencement.
will
Three big topics
be the main the tight," was one of Bryan's stirring
for St. Michael's
John V. Sullivan, former superin- themes of discussion during the ses- phrases.
AKERS-WAGNE- R
CO.
tendent of the coal mines at Hagan, sions of the General Federation of
"What better man could we find
Sandoval county, is a visitor in the Women's Clubs which will convene than Kern?" exclaimed Mr. Bryan.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
capital.
"1'arkei" came shouts in reply, min- formally her tonight. These subjects
J. A. Hubbell, W. Galles, N. T.
are:
gled with "Kern."'
and H. L. Galles of Albuquerque,
The Owens bill to create a national
Rryan said the people had not forregistered at the Montezuma last ev- bureau of heakh, a measure now be- gotten the promise of campaign funds
fore Cpngress; the suffrage question, from Wall Street, eight years ago.
ening.
After Bryan had spoken "li minutes
Deputy Internal Revenue Col'ector and marriage and divorce laws.
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
there was another outburst, of "Park-- j
F. R. Crandall of Phoenix. Arizona,
er" shouts from the galleries.
will arrive here to spend several HENNING DAMAGE
IN THE UNITED STATES
THERE ARE
weeks.
Appeals to Leader's Vain.
SUIT GOES TO TRIAL.
each
year. Your earning power is
Bryan said he had appealed to one
Father Tomasini of Albuquerque, (By Special Leased rVirv to New Mexican)
worth protection against
aiid
consistent
of
record
ability
certainly
Kern,
111.,
2.".
A
was
June
who attended St. Michael's College
Chicago,
jury
Then is not the
losses.
and
closed
1:23
at
amid
tumultous
frequent
to
this
obtained
left
the
hear
evidence in the
commencement last eve.ning,
fact that EVERY ILLNESS, whether
CASES OF ILLNESS
suit of John C. Heiming against Clar- cheers, after speaking "forty minutes.'
forenoon for Taos.
Bryan said he ha dappealed to one
known or unknown, is covered by
Archbishop J. li. Pitaval left yester- ence S. Funk, general manager of the
leader after another to accept, but in
FIDELITY
DISABILITY POLICY
AND
CASUALTY
International
for
Harvester
the
overland.
Taos
for
Company,
Supreme
going
day
$2."i, Ouii for the alleged alienation
of vain; "and if no other Progressive ap-- j
of careful consideration and consequent action?
Ijij Court Clerk Jose D. Sena accompanied
worthy
"I
Mrs. Henning's affections. Henningj Pears," ne declared vehemently,
tjjjhim as far as San Juan.
accept the candidacy and let you
Jacob Safford has gone to San Pe- - was in court, but Funk was not
jjjl
express through me, what, you have
ent.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building', Santa Fe, N.
uro, soutnern sama re cuum.v, nucic
fought for for sixteen years."
he will be timekeeper for the Santa
Sergeant-at-ArmMartin
shunted
COLORADO RIVER IS LOWER.
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
Fe Go'd and Copper Company.
above the disorderly din that the coProfessor YV. T. Conway of State (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ndition would be adjourned unless order could be secured and the speakers
College returned last evening from
Xeedles, Calif., June 23. The ColoVe'arde where he addressed the Rio rado river is falling fast and in a h'stened to.
Arriba county Teachers' Institute.
Police Invade the Hall.
week it is believed danger from the
A platoon of police was marshaled
Mrs. V. X. Townsend, Dr. Dean, Hood and shifting current will be over.
into the hall and down the aisles in at!
effort to ejuell the disorder. A dele
gate vehemently
protested
against
"gag rule."
Bryan again took the
platform, Senator Luke Lea of Ten-- j
Closing Quotations.
nessee, declared from the platform,
Xew York, June 25. Call
money "We are not going to have a mob like
C.
THE LATEST IN
fa": Prime paper 4 ft 4 2 ; Silver Chicago. 1 demand order."
61
Mexican dollars 4S; Copper 16.415 Palace Avenue.
Bryan made a point of order that
204.
Black
::::
Phone.
7517.50; Tin 47.25ft 48.23; Lead 4.40 Chairman Mack had announced a roll
85
ft 4.50; Amalgamated
Sugar call during the period of disorder but
and Early
For
Great Northern that under the rules each side should
129; Atchison 10t!3-4- ;
Fall W ear.
North- nave
1:13; New York Central 1171-2- ;
opportunity to present its posiern Pacific: 419
Reading 1G61-8- ;
tion.
Southern Pacific 109
Union PacifCone Johnson of Texas, arefused
a
ic 168
Steel 69
pfd. 110
tremendous outburst by the declaraSoutheast of Plaza.
St. Louis Metal.
tion: "The fight is now on with Bryan
St. Louis, Mo., June 25. Lead firm, on one side and Wall Street on the
4:42
Ware
spelter strong, $6.95 ft 7.00.
other."
Finest Line of Sterling
With
Grain and Provisions.
i"
Foss Goes to Baltimore.
New
KAUNE & GO. Chicago, 111., June 25. Wheat, July Boston,
In
Blossom,
H.
and
Beautiful
the
Chippendale
Orange
Mass., June 25. Governor
V
H'71-4- ;
AND OTHER PATTERNS.
Sept. 104
Eugene X. Foss who refused to be a
fl
Corn July 73
Sept. 72.
( Ctpt
presidential aspirant at the April priSee
Oats July 48
Sept. 40
maries, but whose name is expected to
Pork July 18.37
for Safe
be presented to the Democratic conSan Francisco
Lard July 10.82
Reliable Jeweler
vention by Sherman h. Whipple will
Street
Ribs July 10.42
start tonight for Baltimore.
J
Wool.
Wilson Directs Fight.
St. Louis, Mo!, June 25. Wool marSea Girt, June 25. Over the teleket steady; territory and western me- phone today Gov. Wilson directed from
Will be
diums 16ft 18; fine mediums 15ft 17; his cottage here the fight which his
fine 10ft 15.
supporters made against the election
of Alton B. Parker as temporary chairChicago.
Chicago, 111., June 25. Cattle Re- man of the Democratic national con
Market steady. Beeves vention.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
ceipts 4,000.
$6.10ft9.50; Texas steers $6.40ftS.OO;
The governor was in constant comwestern steers $0.50ft8.10; stockers munication with William F. McConibs.
AND RETAIL
and feeders $4.20ft6.75; cows and heif- his campaign manager and other Wil
ers $2.70ft8.0u; calves t:M(j 8.25.
son leaders.
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
Market
"Do you think that Mr. Bryan is a
Receipts 18,000.
We
Sheep
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERILLOS
the
steady. Native $3. 25ft 5.30; western candidate for the nomination?''
Advise
CORD WOOD
$1.75ft7.00; governor was asked.
yearlings
STEAM COAL
$3.50(35.35;
western
'T believe that Mr. Bryan is acting
lambs, native $4. 23ft 7.85:
ANTHRACITE COAL,FALL
from conviction in true devotion to
$4.50S.0O; spring lambs $5.25&9.10.
Montezuma
Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Kansas City.
the cause of progress and without any
Kansas City, Mo., July 25. Cattl- e- selfish ulterior motive whatever," he
Receipts 8,000, including 2,500 south explained. "Mr. Bryan has stated that
for full
erns. Market steady. Native steer.! he is not a candidate and I believe
before
$7.00ft9.50; southern steers $5.25ft that he will stick to his statement."
you 8.50; southern cows and heifers $3.50
Harmon is Not Nervous.
ft 5.50; native cows and heifers $3.30
Columbus, Ohio, June 25. Governor
ft 8.50; stockers and feeders $4.25ft Harmon spent the day in his office at
EDDY DELOADO, PROPRIETOR.
7.25; bulls $4.00ft6.00; calves $1.25
the capitol getting his information
MANUFACTURER OF
8.00; western steers $5.75 ft 9.00; west from Baltimore from occasional mes--i
ern cows $3.50ft6.50.
MEXICAN BLANKETS, RIGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
sages from his lieutenants and from
Market the newspapers here.
j
Receipts 12,000.
Hogs
Both Native and Uermantown Wool Used.
"I will depend on friends," said Gov.
steady to 5c lower. Bulk of sales $7.50
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled,
Price
List.
Send for
7.70; heavy $7.70ft7.73; packers and Harmon today, "for information of in-- ;
butchers
$7.5507.70; lights $7.40
terest. Xo one has been detailed to
119 Don Gaspar Avenue.
7.60; pigs $6.1 5ft 6.80.
keep me Informed. They know I am
Market not nervous and they will let me know
7,000.
Receipts
Sheep
We Have Our First Arrival of
if anything of interests to me hapsteady to 10c lower. Muttons $4.00
3.00; lambs $6.75ft8.75; range wethers pens."
CANTALOUPES
and yearlings $4.0006.30; range ewes 'When asked regarding his attitude
on the fight then being waged on Judge
From Imperial Valley. They Are Fine $3.0004.25.
Sugar.
Parker for temporary chairman, Gov
New York, June 25 All grades of ernor Harmon said:
refined sugar were reduced 10 cents a
"I am not going to mix in it at all.
hundred pounds today.
My friends are looking after my interMeals 25c
KAUNE
H.
GO.
New York Cotton.
Day &
ests, and I am going to leave everyNew York, N. Y., June 25. Cotton thing to them.
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold oaths. Electric Lights
Ijiey are on the ground
spot closed quiet, five points higher. and are in close touch with the situaMiddling uplands, 11.60; middling gull tion. I do not care to discuss that
G. LL'PE HERRERA. Prop.
::
'
III San Francisco Street
Safe
11.85. Sales none.
case at all.
.
At General Ilnerta's Federal
quarters, Ortiz, Mexico, June IT,
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the Latest Novelties in Silk Parasols

I

will go to El

Just Recceived a New Shipment of

Worcester Corsets
Royal GIVE
THE STYLE
PRICE

-

Great Reduction on All Summer Tissues.
Beautiful Line, of Summer Lawns.
AH

E. R. "Wright

Paso this evening.
Attorney A. F!. Renehan was a business visitor to Espanola today.
.1. D. Kavanaugh
of Las egas, is m
I,the capital on land office business.
Jerome Dclgado left today for a
two weeks' visit on the upper Pecos.
Mrs. C. C. Reddin and Mrs. Henry
Chambon of Socorro, are visiting Leo

Foulards and Messalines

It

We Have

t

1

$1.25

orsets! Corsets! Corsets!

this month

MRS. W.

Your Patronage Solicited
H. 6. LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN

We Do What We Advertise

IN- -

K. R.
F. I.eSner, Ralph C.iisist.
Ilaea, H. A. Martin, M. A. Ross. II. B.
X

Beg inning1 Friday, June

21,

Lease-entire-

j

THE

FURNITURE

-

REAL ESTATE

SURETY BONDS

10,000,000

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have every-

thing in the line of

Investments.

First-Cla- ss

'

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, AUNAGER,

nres-!h:l1-

s

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
:
:
1 19 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Nigfit Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

j

Oriental Poppies, Sweet Peas, Pansies,

Just Arrived!

WHITE FELT HATS
Mid-Summ- er

Just Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

i
I

W. Palace Ave.

HACK

SERVICE

For Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses.
UJKKlUk

a

flALfc LI Pit

:::

intUUUKttURRlta,

Phone Black 9.

iilver

Our Prices,

CAPITAL COAL YARD

C1

17.

Buying for
Preserving
Let us have your order
crate er more three
wanted. The
days
to
only way get what
want and have them nice
and fresh and at the right
price.

WHOLESALE

SIZES.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

Our Vegetable Line Is

Inspect Them.

S

JUNE WEDDINGS

H. C. YONTZ,

Their Lowest
During Week
Beginning

June

!

CUSTOM MADE SHOES

FIRST-CLAS-

"W

(itr Pino ?flprtinn an

Where Prices are Lowest
Quality.

Strongly

1204

AlcCONVERY,

at

NEW MEXICO.

B.TONN1ES,

j

the

Dispensing Optician,
Quick Returns

JAMES

1

S.

TAUPERT,
Accurate Work

Columbines and Clove Pinks.

-

.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

LE. LAS VEGAS,

j

i

4

A. MUGLER.

Why Wait?

White and Purple Iris,

MAKKETKEPORT.

rWI

Always Complete.

Coronado Restaurant

S.

Short Orders run

S

Where Prices are Lowest
for
Quality.

(

Night.

x

Regular

f

i
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at Camp Comfort
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ii
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The New Perfection
Stove is handsomely

fcj

d

IIP

f.aished in nickel, with
cabinet top, drop shelves,
towel racks, etc. Macie
with , 2 or 3 burners.

Hew Peridicn.

with
Free Cook-Boo- k
every stove. Cook-Boo- k
also given to anyone
sending 5 cents to cover
mailing cost.

Oil

p ra

rr
'

-vl
i-

The boys at Camp Comfort are using
the same stove that they had last year.
It was the best they could get. It was a
Cook-stcv- e
This year they got a New Perfection Oven
Also a New Ferfaction Toaster
Also a New Perfection Broiler
" Gee, what a difference in the meals a good
stove makes," said one of the boys.
They will tell their mothers and wives about
the stove, too. For the New Perfection Oil
e
is as convenient for the home as for
the camp. It will bake, broil, roast and toast as
well as a regular coal range.

Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. Y. Ry. train North.
t Stage for Van Houten, N. M meets trains at Preston, N.9 M.
a. m., daily
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at
efcept Sunday. Fare ?2.00 one wav, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.;
from the south at 4:38 a. m.
(1) Daily.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturda ys.

IRS

Cook-stov-

CONTINENTAL

OIL CO.

Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Boise, Salt Lake City

SUMMER TOURIST RAT ES

Quarter of a Century

TO
AH

Stations East and West

Ago- -

(From the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, Saturday Evening, .Tune 25, 1SST.)
in
The Pacific Coast is booming Leland tupying the only brick residence
Sa!lta Fe has changed
Stanford tor the Republican nomina-- tne townsince those days, and la
tion for the Presidency and the Na-- I wonderfully
destined . to be one of the most
. .
. , .. ,
tional Republican declares, that unless surely
,
lie is nominated, the California and o
"
west
'
other Pacific Coast delegates will bolt j
1 nei e is one leailli e Ol lue Slumni.H f,irm n winvunlinn rf t ie r nvvn
The Reiiubliran says in opening its tion in Santa Fe at the present time
imarticle: "The Pacific Coast has never which must create a favorable
There is not a mechanic in
had a President or a candidate for pression.
That section of the Santa Fe today, fit to do the service
the Presidency.
of his calling, who has not all to do
republic is an important factor in the
that he can lay his hands to. There
e
wealth, enterprise and future
of this country. Many progress-- I is plenty of work for even more of
ive ideas that have and will affect them than are here, and there would
room for many more.
legislation in the future were born certainly be
Wages are good too, and run all the
there."
to $3.00 a day.
is no
There
The Navajo Indians murdered in a way
reason
the Santa Fe mechanics
why
manner
most brutal
Trader Barton, c i n A licit lie!
n rt
lifAunfli'rtiiii
'
but did not molest hi wife and mother-aiune
iJuiiaKiiue
umraciui
who witnesses the fiendish iinipp.
now employs eight men at the gas
deed.
reservoir, six men in the stone auurr.v.
The Rev. Nicholas Matz has beenltwe)ve men at
gt Michael's College
appointed coadjutor to Bishop Mache-- j additio)1; flfteen hands in the bricl!
boeuf of Denver.
yard; and has six teams employed in
Reaser Brothers are advertising lHjadition to four of his own.
pounds of granulated sugar for $1.00;
Ernest Gnmsfld and D;ln Qusdorf
in pounds ol loat sugar ror ?l.tm: J;inad a fist fisrht nu the P1n?a
IS
of
at
of
bars
rice
$1.00;
pounds
At the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
White Star Soap at $1.00; Java coffee Charles
Haspelmath, their beautiful
at 40 cents a pound; soda crackers 10 daughter, Miss Louise, will be joined
cents a pound and Eagle milk at 20 in wedlock with Mr. W. A. Sayle.
cents a can. Canned fruit is adverof the McAllisteer
superintendent
tised at 25 cents a can.
charcoal ovens at Lamy. Mr. Sayle
Rev. W. H. Meek, of Ardmore, Pa., i? a popular and successful
young
is in Santa Fe to establish a Lutheran business man.
said
church.
"Fifteen years ago,"
South of Cerrillos
he,
are several
"I was stationed in Kansas City, and springs flowing oil and in 25 years the
v. hen I crossed the arid
plains to visit landscape around here will be dotted
Santa Fe, I found Dr. Andrews oc- - with oil derricks.
1

I

FROM

,

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
j

Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

.

-

I

i

.'1

Vi

"

For information as to rates, reservations
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. G. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point

of th Southwest"
by United States War
ai "Distinguished InitiatArmy officer detailed by Wat

Ranked

ion."

Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
lito. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in th
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation or 3vu0
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during Ui
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pre.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated

ft

:

V

EL PASO

Italia
r

address:

4i

idMiii

'
twrii

COL. JAS. W. WHiLSON,

Superintendent

THE

HOME
OF MANY

PAUPERS.

!

TERRITORY WOOLS IN
STEADY DEMAND

What State Superintendent Alvan
N. White believes will be an important step in the state department of
education was taken by him, upon his
eturn here this week from visit! if
institutes and summer schools, in the
northern part of the state. Heretofore,
the examination papers of applicants
for teachers' certificates have been
sent here and there over the state
to various educators to be read and
graded. By this method, the opinion
of only one grader was obtained and
besides the expressage to and from
the department was a considerable
item.
Knowing this custom, the
teachers felt, in many instances, that
their papers in many subjects had not
been fairly and conscientiously graded and frequently asked the department to have the same reread, which
meant an additional expense.
To remedy these and other defects
and expenses connected with this system or grading applicant's papers, Superintendent White has made a thorough st idy of the methods used in
the various states and had a number
of conferences with state superintendents at the St. Louis meeting last
He yesterday ennounced
February.
that he would appoint a state commission of examiners, who will come to
this city and, under the direct super
vision of the department of education,
grade the papers of all applicants,
this
who may take the examination
summer.
Superintendent John Milne, of Albuquerque, Superintendent J. B. Taylor
of Deming and JTrs. Nora Brumback,
and Mrs. U. Logue of Raton were appointed as the members of the state
commission of examiners,
and will
take up the work of the commission
about Ju'y 1st. Aside from Mrs.
Brumback's and Mrs. Logue's splendid qualifications for the work, the
state superintendent felt the women
of the state should be represented oc
this important commission. Superintendent White left last night for Socorro and 'hence to Carrizozo. where
he will visit institutes this week.
THEY PUT AN END TO IT.
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St., Roches
ter, X. Y., says he recommends Foley
Kidny pjns at every opportunity because they gave him prompt relief
from a bad case of kidney trouble that
had long bothered him. Such a recommendation, coming from Mr. Sable, is
direct and convincing evidence of the
great curative qualities of Foley Kid
ney Pills. Bir sale by all druggists.

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace Hotel.
L. A. Peck Denver.
C. F. Dodge, Grand Rapids, Mich.
H. R. McGibbon, Santa Fe.
Richard S. Hickey, Xew York.
Meliton S. Otero and wife.
A. R. Sadler, City.
H.
Richardson, Denver.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
J. E. Hestand, City.

John Madden and wife, Parsons,
Kas.
in
Buries
and
Year
One
2,000
City
Buys' In Boston Markets for Past Week,
John W. Sullivan, Bernalillo.
Addition to Pauper Field to
Slightly Higher Prices Have
Plant Some More.
Been Offered.
Montezuma Hotel.
(El Paso Times.)
II. H. Cainbert, Colorado Springs,
El Paso has to Co more charity
Boston, Mass., June 25. "A steady Colorado.
work for other communities than any
demand
for new territory wools at
west
of New York.
other community
Miss Spen'er, Denver.
Of the 66S pauiiers buried here every slightly higher values has been in eviDr. Murray, City.
Chas. E. Noban, Denver.
year SO per cent of them have no legi- dence in the Boston market for the
timate claim upon the charity of this past week, while the call for foreign
Pat Powers, Denver.
city. During the last three years El crossbreds
W. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
alhas continued also,
Paso county buried 2,000 paupers.
II. B. Roeder, Albuq ierque.
the volume of these wools movthough
The contract price for burying
E. N. Rich, La Jara, Colo.
ed has not been quite so heavy. Some
paupers is $:!.2S each, so El Paso coun- fceoured
J. a. Hubbell, Albuquerque.
lots have brought full prices,
in three
ty has spent fully $5,000
H. L. Galles, Albuquerque.
but the
end of the market in these
years for the burial of paupers, the wools isfag
W. Galles, Albuquerque.
apparent.
other $1,560 was paid by friends and
X. T. Armijo, Albuquerque.
"In the west prices have been slightrelatives, as the county cannot pay for
W. L. Martin, Bernville, Mo.
advanced
more
on
also,
the burial of infants.
particularly
County Judge ly
W. T. Conway, State College.
Eylar speaking of the matter yester- the fleece woo!, where medium clips
M. X. Ross, Albuq ierque.
are bringing 25 at 27c in Ohio and fine
day said:
X. F. Le Suer, Albuquerque.
"We have just bought another acre washed lots running largely to delaine
Ralph Gunst, Albuquerque.
of ground for a potters' field. The last are bringing 29c and in some cases adv.
E. R. Baca, Albuquerque.
acre we bought was three years ago. Several moderate sized Montana clips
s
F. C. Sear'e, El Paso.
to
An acre contains 2,000 graves. It is a running an average
R. Isaacson,
Wet more and son,
grade have brought 22 cents
sad contemplation, that in El Paso an
average of two paupers a day are laid and considerable wool has been taken Stanley, X. M.
The clip in that
G. V. Hanlon, Mountainair.
to rest in county ground, unable to buy from 20c upwards.
s
sold and
H. A. Martin, Albuquerque.
a burial plot of their own. It is an Mate is probably
index of the enormity
of the work in the country as a whole 75 to SO per
Coronado.
thrown upon those connected with the cent of the clip is estimated out of
Mrs. C. C. Reddin, Socorro.
Mrs. Henry Chambon, Socorro.
charity associations of this city. Busi- growers' hands.
ness never is dull with those who
"The shipments of wool from Boston
Antonio Sandoval, Galisteo.
vork among the poor. A border city from January 1 to June 20, inclusive
Jake Odson, Sonora.
that catches the drift a3 It passes were 134,435.7G.1 pounds, against
J Hickins, Topeka.
through the gates of the two republics,
pounds for the same period last
Henry Kubc, Buckman.
and its reputation us a health resort, year. The receipts from January 1 to
Jesnsita'C. Ferran, Coyote.
inclusive
June
were
demands
20,
139,016,S25
explains the
Thomas C. Livingston ,City.
made upon the charities of the city pounds, against 114,0S7,949 pounds for
J. D. Kavanaugh, Las Vegas.
and county."
the same period last year."
E. Giron, Pojuaque.
Jacobo Montoya, Pojuaque.
Alfred Herrera, Denver.
NOW.

three-eighth-

half-bloo- d

SUMMER
TOURIST
FARES

two-third-

9

never-endin-

On Sale Daily,

June 1st

Until September 30th, 1912. Low round trip
rates to all principal Eastern and Northern
points. Final return limit, October 31st.

Diverse Routes
101R

GOLDEN

Liberal Stopovers

VACATION

IS SHORT USE THE

STATE LIMITED
AND SAVE

TO KANSAS CITY,

HOURS
TO ST.

TO CHICAGO,

LOUS,

14

7 HOURS

Direct Line and Through Sleepers to Memphis.
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Superintendent White In
stitutes New Method of
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Nature's Way Is The Best.

Buried deep in our American forest we find bloodroot, queen's root, man
drake end stone root, golden seal, Oregon grape root and cherrybark. Of these Dr,
R. V. Pierce made o pure glyceric extract which has been favorably known for
over forty years. He called it "Golden Medical Discovery."
This " Discovery" purifies the blood and tones up the stomach and the entire
system in Nature' own way. It's just the tissue builder and tonio you require
when recovering from a hard cold, grip, or pneumonia. No matter how strong the
constitution the stomach is apt to be " out of kilter " at times ; in consequence
the blood is disordered, for the stomach is the laboratory for the constant manufacture of blood. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery strengthens the stomach
puts it in shape to make pure, rich blood helps the liver and
kidneys to expel the poisons from the body. The weak, nervdebilitated condition which so many people
ous,
experience at this time of the year is usually the effect of
in
the
blood ; it is often indicated by pimples or boils
poisons
appearing on the skin, the face becomes thin you feel " blue."
"More than a week ago I was suffering with an awful
cold In my head, throat, breast, and body," writes Mr.
James G. Kest, of 710 L. Street, S. E., Washington, D. C.
"Some called it La Gripne, some pneumonia. I was advised
by a friend to try a bottle of your 'Golden Medical Discovery. I tried a bottle and it did me so much good that I feel
safe In saying it is the greatest and best medicine that I
ever took. My health is much better than it was before
using your medicine. It does all you claim lor it and is
G.
i. Kent, Es. satisfactory,"

X
X

JC

THE PRESS AND TEDDY.
X

The Colonel Records His Finish.

There was Jusi one act that was necessary to write the word "finis'' immediately following the political career of
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, and that

act was finally consummated at Chicago Saturday night when he retired
from the Republican party and proceeded to burn all the bridges behind
him by taking the lead in the organization of a
third party.
With the experience
of William
Randolph Hearst and even lesser political lights before him, Colonel The
odore Roosevelt should understand
that the successful launching of a
successful
political
party involves

N. C. " I suffered for years
trouble while going through
of Life. I tried a local phycouple of years without any
substantial benefit. Finally after re's
peated suggestions to try Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound, I quit my
physician and commenced using it with
the happiest results. I am today practically a well woman and anxious to contribute my mite towards inducing others
to try your great medicine, as I am fully
persuaded that it will cure the ailments
from which I suffered if given a fair
chance.
"If you think this letter will contribute anything towards further introducing
your medicines to afflicted women who
are passing through this trying period,
it is with great pleasure I consent to its
publication." Mrs. Julia A. Moore,
17 East St., Asheville, N. C.

Asheville,
with female
the Change
sician for a

Pink-ham-

The Case of Mrs. Kirlin.

Circleville, Ohio. "I can truthfully
say that I never had anything do me so
much good during Change of Life as Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
"Before I had taken one half a bottle
of it I began to feel better, and I have
continued taking it. My health is better
than it has been for several years. If
all women would take it they would escape untold pain and misery at this time
of life." Mrs. ALICE KlRLIN, 358 W.
Mill St., Circleville, Ohio.
The Change of Lijje is one of the most
critical periods of a woman's existence.
Atsuch timeswomen mayrely upon Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
something more than the settlement
of political grudges and the gratification of personal
ambition.
There
have been innumerable third parties
born into the political world of the
t'nited States, which flourished for a
short time only to go into early decay, and the effort of Colonel Roosevelt in that direction is predestined
to go the very same way. El Paso
Times.
An Estimate of Roosevelt.
i
(From G. W. Smalley's
can Memories, Second Series, G. P.
Putnam's Sons, Publishers, 1912.)
"For many years Mr. Roosevelt has
been undermining the reverence
of
the American people for law and for
the constitution, which is our fundamental law. He would substitute he
has at times substituted for law his
own convictions, forgetting again the
memorable declaration that a constitution was framed 'to the end that
this may be a government of laws and
not of men.' If respect for the constitution goes, and for the supreme court
as the authorized interpreter of the
constitution and of the laws, everyThe foundations of the
thing goes.
American republic will have disappeared.
"Mr. Roosevelt today is one of the
forces that make for their destruction
and the doctrines he preaches are the
doctrines of anarchy."
Looking Ahead.
(From the Cincinnati Enquirer.)
T. R. was president and the stranger
was inspecting a large building which
faced on Lafayette square in Washington.
"What is this building?" he asked a
Anglo-Amer-

WAXTED Two girls as waitresses
at the Coronado Restaurant.
FOR SALE 4 year oid Jersey cow.
Gives 21-- 2 gallon- - weekly daily. Price
$85. Andy Pettiue, 306 Jefferson St.
FOR REXT Xice rooms furnished
for light housekeeping, with bath. Up.
stairs, over store. Frank Andrews.
WAXTED
house by the
good repair;
W. C. Long.

To rent five (5) room,
lOlh of July must be in
all modern and close in.
Wells Fargo. Phone 247.

Elegantly Furnrsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. R1CKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ano repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchange;)

an) rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewrite.-- s juar
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex.
change. Phone 231.
A graduate or a high school student wanted in a wholesale store in
this city. Must learn short hand and
typewriting. Apply personally, Prof.

Norton, Business College.
A person to clean floors,
windows
and desks for one hour each day in
exchange for any branch of study in

business subjects.
A hustler to call at every home in
Santa Fe 'and surroundings, leave circulars and inform everyone that a
Business College with every modern
equipment has been opened at Santa
Fe. Good wages to the right person.
Short hand writers any system for
any speed, welcomed at the Santa Fe
Business College day or night. Monday,
Wednesday, Friday 7 to 9.
Boys and girls to learn typewriting
while their fingers are supply. Use all
their fingers, blindfold.
Seventh and eighth grades should
learn short hand during the vacation,
that they may write down teachers
talk.
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St.,
LaCross, Wis., writes that she suffered
all kinds of pains in her back and
hips on account of kidney trouble and
rheumatism. "I got some of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking them
for a few days there was a wonderful
change in my case, for the pain entirely left my back and hips and I am
thankful there is such a medicine as
Foley Kidney Pills." For sale by all
dr lggists.
If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your order with the New Mexican Printing
prices will be quoted upon request.
Our styles and f.orms are strlctl' up
to date.

CSX

bystander.

"That is the department of Ananias,"
was the reply. "Every man who is
called a liar by the president has his
name enrolled there."
"But does it require an entire department to attend to this matter?" inquired the stranger.
"My, yes,'' said tSe bystander.
"There are more than 11,000,000 names
on

the records

One User's Philosophy
"When

now.T

Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich., tells
how she did so: "I was bothered
with my kidneys and had to go nearly
double. I tried a sample of Foley Kidney Pills and they did me so much
good that I bought a bottle, and feel
that they saved me a big doctor's bill."

Santa Fe Climate The weather
hours was
during the past twenty-fou- r
typical Santa Fe weather. The highest temperature was 70 degrees; the
lewest 52 degrees at 1 a. m. The
average for forty years was 68 degrees. The day was cold and pleasant
with thunder showers in the vicinity
and a slight rainfall in the city. The
forecast is for fair weather and not
much change in temperature.

Honest Advice to
Consump lives
Somehow there exists a vast amount of

skepticism us to the possibility ol earing
We state none but facts,
Consumption.
and are sineere in what we assert.
If ourselves ufUieted with Tubercu-losiwe should do preeisely what we
nsk others' to do take Eckuiuu's AlteraThe reative promptly and faithfully.
son we should do 1 1) is unit warrant we
have for asking all Consumptivys to take
It, is thai we Lave the reports of many
cures, one of which follows:
Wilt Susquehanna Ave., l'hila.. Pa.
For two years 1 was
"Gentlemen:
afflicted with hemorrhages of the lungs,
the number totaled nearly one hundred.
Our fnuifly physician advised
another
climate, tis to remain would probably be
1
remained and in Febfatal; however,
ruary of l'.iO-- ', 1 was taken with n severe
attack of pneumonia. When I recovered
giilticiently to walk about the houBe I wag
left with a frightful liaekiux cough,
which no medicine 1 had taken could
alleviate.
I was again advised to go to
another part of the country. It was at
this time, March. 1!I01. that I learned of
Eckman's Alterative. In a short time my
eui!h was gone and I was pronounced
'well' or 'cured.' Since that time I have
two slight attacks of pneumonia
m;d
and I have resorted to no other medicine
to effect a cure.
"I am at present In excellent health and
feel thnt us long as I euu obtain
Alterative. I have no fear of Consumption. I cannot speak too highly for
the good It has
done."
HOWARD L. KLOTZ.
(Signed)
Eekman's Alterative is effective in Bron-chltiAsthma. Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
Does not contain poisons, opiates
-- ,":tem.
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
f cured cases and write to Eekman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by ail leading druggists and

jy Zook's Parmacy, Santa

re.

I buy for

service,

rather know the firm
which makes the machine
than to listen to wearisome
talks about
superior materials and brilliant engineering skill.
"I don't know much about
those qualities of different
metals which make them the
best for different purposes
nor do I know anything of
the technical laws of mechanical engineering but I do
know human nature.
"I know that a concern
with the right ideals of service to its customers the
concern that has succeeded
has done so because its product has made good with
the people who bought it.
"I'll bet on that concern
and I feel comfortable when
I have bought its product.
"It isn't good business for
me to trade anywhere else. I
cannot afford to do so."
Ask for "$300,000 a Year,"
tbe Burroughs Service Book.
I would

Burroughs

W. h.

Adding Machine

long,

P. O. Box 702,

gg

Co.,

Sales Manager.

El Paso, Texas.

INDEPENDENCE

July 4th, 1912
REDUCED RATES

.

from all points in New Mexico
TO SANTA FE AND RETURN

One and

one-four- th

the round trip.

fare for

Between other Stations In New Mexico
will only be sold for the round
one-waf are is I7.5U or less. trip

tickets

where the

Dates of Sale, July 3rd and 4th, to
Santa Fe on July 5th, also.
H.

S. LITZ, Agt., Santa Fe,

N. M.

TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1912.
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PAGE SEVEN
liave all been propiirpd and outshine
tiiose of i year ago by one hundred
!'' r ecu'.
lipi

t

avtist

Pliil'ipK,
in

the-

best known Indian

the I'nitcd States, has
tlit' committee that he is shin-li:i-

iiis line
collection
of Indian
l'i.int iiij4s to ibis city in will exhibit
leeni on I (Vargas day in (he School
ot Arch;,, oiouy.
This collection
is
valued in an enormous stun and some
"'
,;.. iicen lumg (I tnc
iCllll.
inn! t tamoiis nit W!Sns of the old
ttoi'ld. T in re wi! be no ttdmission
charged lor the ),';
of viewing
these
ii
vili form one
of llle :i!t r;'ct ions ni l:e
ttrniy sched-!- .
i.ied for tli.it cia.v. T!:c
ii.ry of

'k'1-

ti.'C ciitinibi-b 'tors to

tif

o! Mij;l.rr, ls ii
!.;
ma.wir

and

Ailnii.itriU" msinj.' ;irni

'itiiK

siii'i-i;'-

::iice of a

tb' if

cr.ji-ci:-

;i-.:-

c-

ti.'tinw ami
until h- -r ot
i ve
j'oco.'i'

EE ST.
Costs no more but gives the bett results.
H. L. Itlomquist,
Wis., says
l is
i!e ' (insiders Kel, y's Honey and
Tar Compound the best cough cure on
the market.
"She lias tried various
kinds hut Foley's gives the best result
Ksd-.'ile.-

'

"
PROCESSION

'

a

H

c

t

'it-

r

of

all.''

FORMING AT ROSARIO CHAPEL IN ROSARIO CEMETERY.

querque is coining up with a noble
letinue from the Duke City to parThe chiefs of San Juan,
ticipate.
San Ildofonso, Tesuque
and Santa
Clara have already promised to join
the cavalcade with a hundred or more
of their warriors, and their costumes
will Tie no less striking than those of
the Conquistadores.
The Cleveland
Grays will be here all afternoon and
at an early evening hour the Plaza
Fete will begin its merry doings. The
Plaza will be elaborately decorated
for the occasion. Surely, happenings
enough for one Fiesta.
Here is Material for Romance.
Rehearsals will take place this
week. The costumes are all in hand.
One hundred descendents
of the Con
quistadores have been assigned their
places of honor in the procession and
are vieing with each other to repeat
and increase last year's success. They
surely will. No one who can possibly
oo so, from neighboring cities, will fail!
to visit Santa Fe and crowds are com
ing from long distances to view the
Santa Fe's blue skies, despectacle.
lightful summer fdimate, scenic sur

Xew .Mexico.

Society Stationery The New Jlexn
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery.
The nev
size correspondence cards, etc. Orders taken for engraved and em.
bossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.

In the museums of this
.'i mory.
venerable building
found
may be
An effort is being made for speei.ii
many relics of those days and the histrains from Albuquerque and Las
toric and prehistoric days that prewhich will doubtless be seciti I.
ceded them in this very vicinity.
George Armijo, who will again enact
.Many an incident for a historic novel
II
OF DE VARGAS
BQMANGE
and, romance, and all the local color
the writer man wants, can be secured
on July
j, when the history of thrill-- ! Kalem
will be brilliantly repealed
Company Wires Sec
ing
days
Be
DeVarges Day Pageant Will
Spectacular Event to
and exemplified.
retary That It Will Send
Attract Crowcfo From Far and Near
The Proorain.
The procession will form at the hisExpert and Six Players
to Santa Fe.
toric Rcsario
Chapel in Rosario
Cemetery, at which each year the
SANTA FE
promise of De Vargas is fulfilled with BIG THING
back
two
a
and
Harking
quarter event that lends itself to expansion, to
two processions from the Cathedial.
It will follow much the same route as
centuries, Sai.ta Fe's De Vargas amplification.
otT-rlast year, but the program in detail Twitchell Promises Railway Will
Sham Battle and Pastores.
pageant on July 5, will bring vividly
before the eyes the important part
will be published later.
In addition to the procession, there
The noble
Bring Big Crowds From All
steeds that will serve as mounts will
played by the Spaniards in the settle- - may be staged a sham battle between
Over the Country.
ment ot America.
be caparisoned
In tact, the very fthe Spaniards in costume and the
with even greater
descendents of the Conquistadores, Indians in war paint and feathers,
splendor than at the former celebrawill ride in the same procession with Such a riot, of colors would be spec-th- e
tion, and details will be worked out to
John S. Harris, secretary
of the
descendents of the Pueblo Indians tacular indeed. The medieval plav
greater perfection by the committee in chamber of commerce was notified by
who engaged in bloody battle with the of the Pastores, too, may be given in
charge.
4
f
wire this morning that the Kalem
men who had come from across the the same quaint old way that it was
ocean to civilize and Christianize played in the villages of Spain and of
llrs. I,el:i Love, wife of Wiley Love, company, the biggest moving picture
them.
Nowhere else in the world Italy five hundred and more years
- 7
a farmer living near Coventi, Ga says: concern in the I'nited States wou'tfj
if
can such a historic spectacle
take films of the entire De Vargas
be ago
roundings, are attractions in them- - "I have taken Foley Kidney Pills and
find them to be all you claim for them. day procession on the Fifth of July,
They gave me almost instant relief and that in addition it would send
4
when my kidneys were sluggish and j George if. Medford, an expert, scenic
'
&
4
-inactive. I can eheerfullv recommend dramatist and six aid" scenic idavers
them to all sufferers
from kidney to aid in staging the big event and to
troubles." For sal" by all druggists.
take such part in the procession
as
:Xa-Av:'was necessary.
' .t-.- vv
MECHANICIAN KILLED
V
This is on" of the greatest conces- IN AUTOMOBILE RACE.
'
sions ever marie to any city the size
American Wins First Half of Danger- of Santa Fe and it will mean adver- M
t
,1
iTftT 3 -- OIL?
tising in thousands of moving picture'
ous Drive on French Course
ail
shows
over
the
that
But Uses an Italian Car.
country
By Special Leased Wire to ,'ew Mexican) money could noi buy.
Mr. Medford and his players will
Dieppe, France, Juno 25. David
P.ruee Brown of Xew York, won the arrive here about July
in order to
first half of the automobile grand
- '
T
prize, aid in the preparations and he:p set
which started here at dawn today. He the stagings. The 'assistance of such
was however, not representing the a man as George .Medford.
means
1'nired States, but was driving an that the DoVarsas day procession
Italian car, the Fiat, machine.
will lie the greatest ever staged.
He completed the ten hips fa disA meeting of the committee on artance of 770 kilometers, or about AT,:)
rangements and of the other commitmiles, 5
furlongs) composing the tees is called for
Thursday night at
first day's program in six hours, 3
r Vi
, .
1
;-the chamber of commerce.
lv7
minutes, 3S second's.
Colonel R. K. Twitchell of the Santa
Beilot, driving a French Leon Peugeot machine, was second, only about, Fe railway, who is here, said last
two minutes behind, his time being 6 night lhat the DeVargas day event
was being featured from one end of
hours, ;; minutes, 10 seconds.
Bruce Brown's best lap, about AC, the Santa Fe system to the other and
miles, was made in U7 minutes, 18 sec- that the railway would make unusual
onds. His hourly average was 7(i cflort to bring several thousand
to Santa Fe on that day from all
miles, 7
furlongs.
Louis Wagner, piloting a Fiat, was over the United States.
third, his time being 7 hours 12 min-- '
The members of the chamber of
ntes.
commerce are enthusiastic over the
i.ir sum, Miiuiiiii, mo was pilot- - acceptance by the Kalem company of
mg a Gregoire machine, when trying t)ie moving
picture proposition and at
BEFORE
CROSS IN TriE PLAiA.
to pass a competitor on the course, their
hearty response in sending some
His mechanician
capsized.
Bessag. of their beBt known
)avvrs h?r? t(1
anu COI11- isuieu lusiailll
j
A letter wn
,K, procession.
A Great Fiesta.
staged within such historic and imselves, but when added to these there net inmseii injured seriously.
received by Mr. Harris today from the
pressive surroundings as here at
The pageant last year came as a! is an annual pageant like that, of
i.ieveiand Grays stating that they
Santa Fe.
DOCTOR'S SHIFT.
surprise, for it exceeded even j 5, it will mean fame the world over,
would arrive at 1 p. m. on July 5'ti
Becoming World Famous.
the expectations of those who worked The story of the two entries of De
Now Gets Along Without It.
and remain until evening. There will
The pageant last July 4, was a suc- to bring it about. It was the marvel Vargas and the
of Xew
El M
be 150 of them and they nlaeo tln'm- cess. No wonder the world is beginn- of every tourist visitor and
they went' Mexico in the dead of winter of 1G92
A physician says: "Until last fall I selves at
of
the
disnosal
the
DeVaiMu
DON
to
GEORGE W. ARMIJO, A LINEAL DESCENDANT OF DEVARGAS AS
ing
pay attention, and inquiries are into ecstacies over it.
This year land 169;! is a thrilling one.
Every! used to eat meat for my breakfast and
.
.
r .r, n
people lor the time they are in ths
n.!ll 1. ..
I.
.,1
pouring in from magazines and news- tnnnl, rf
i,
DEVARGAS.
"
un
i nuigesiion
ouncicu
,,,
until
the
city. The Cleveland Grays are the
papers for feature stories of the them and it w be worth while. n M. Read's Illustrated Historv of Xew
,
.,
u...,
ZoUnVe Cml,:'ny ,n thL'
event, and moving picture concerns Vargas and his noble retinue in his- - Mexico in the dead of winter of 1(192.
'Last ,a , b"
s th( .
are seeking exclusive concessions to toricallv correct costumes wit)
nited States and attract attenti-- n the role of DeVargas, today received.
.....
,
of DeVanras ' which will .. mus
proclamation
Are You a Seller? An advertise-b- y
iur ureaKiasi ana very soon wherever
;
.
. , , .
take views of the pageant. Thoughtful lead the
they go. They will be met
ueiore a nuge wooden found I cnnlri ri
. f
ceremonies, but there will ue repeaceu
the
mounted ment in the classified columns of the
i,
express
men and women see in the pageant, be more
attendants; it is possible that cross in the Plaza opposite the portals body got all the nourishment neces- - a', the depot here by an escort of na- saddle which he bestrode hist year. It Xew Mexican will put your real rs-i- s
the seed of an annual display that will Onate with one of the authentic bat- of the famous Palace of the Governors.
tional guardsmen, by the First, infanthe property of Alfredo Otero of fate on the market effectively. It will
Bfiry from the Grae.Xllts and si:lfe
become as famous as the Ober
tle flags of the Conquistadores will be which was bu.lt several decades before then I have not had
try band and by the reception commitSprings and Mr. Otero loaned put the facts of your property before
any indigestion
Passion Play, for it is an on hand and that the Duke of AlbuDeVargas made his
of and am feeling better and have in tee. They will be escorted .to the it for the big pageant. The costumes j the eyes of all possible buyers.
creased in weight.
"Since finding the benefit I derived
ifrom Grape-Nut- s
I have prescribed the
1.11.
mjiiiiii'ii, .iiiiii
food for all my patiems suffering from
indigestion or
and also for
those recovering liom disease where I
want a tood easy to take and certain
' v
i
t
to digest and winch will not overtax:
j
'the stomach.
' I
always find the results I look for
when I prescribe
Grape-.uts- .
Fori
ethical reasons please omit my name ."I
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich.
The reason for the wonderful amount
cf nutriment, and the easy digestion
is not hard 4o find.
jot Grape-NutIn the first place, the starchy part
of the wheat and barlev goes through
various processes of cooking, to perfectly change the starch into dextrose
,
or
in which state it is
ready to be easily absorbed by the
blood.
The parts in the wheat and barlev
which Nature can make use of for rebuilding brain and nerve centres are
retained In this remarkable food, and
thus the human body is supplied with
itne powerful strength producers, so
easily noticed after one has eaten
Grape-Nut- s
each day for a week or 10
days.
There's a reason," and it is explained in the little book, 'The Road
to Wellville," In pkgs.
tver read trie auove letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They'
. '
i ... .
bM"
are genuine, true, and full of human
CONQUISTADOR E CAVALCADE COME DOWN LINCOLN AVENUE.
Irterest.
ION
PROCESf
DI83ANDING IN PLACITA OF PALACE OF GOVERNORS.
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What is that which is very rare, and
yet very common?

DAILY

IIP.

ROUND

?

The Counsel for Defense, a great
Vitagraph drama, at the Elks' tonight.
Fishing tackle that's fit for fishing,
at Goebel's.
-Birth of a Baby Boy A boy was
HiaSF-'
347
born to Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo GutierMeat!
rez. Mother and child are doing well.
Corricks' Livery For prompt
and
polite service call up Corricks' livery
barn any hour, day or night.
Ask You
Complete line new styles C. B. corsets now on hand at Townsends.
we
Presbyterian Picnic This forenoon,
the members o the Presbyterian Sungood.
If you
day school left for the Santa Fe canon
on a picnic.
well
we,
the
Eye prescriptions are given
most careful and painstaking attenyou
tion when Zook fills them.
I
San Juan Day at; Agua Fria Agua
Fria celebrated St. John's day yesterday. Among the features were a cock
1
fight and gallo races.
Grande John
Rio
Drowned in
24 years, attempted to
aged
Mapes,
we
escape from the city chain gang at
by
El Paso, by jumping into the Rio
Grande but was drowned.
WOULD BE THE PROPER ACT!
Notice Sparks has quit selling electric irons. He will let you try one
free and the iron will sell itself.
Big assortment of straw and Panama hats at Salmon's Big Store. Especial prices for this week, see our window display.
Phone 92.

Picnic Woiild Be

here to
WE buy our meat
Because

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies

THERE'S nothing
better than the best

This you'll admit a fact,
That
have it here to
prove
test,

AND EVERYTHING

THERE1IS
THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

35c
Phnnp

NOW AT

Plaza Market Co.

35c

P ANHDPW5

i

cni

Phone 4.

enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
The damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at all
but we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.
We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds

THE JEWELER.,

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

ally.
If you will consider that the

t

rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
a year. It will increase the
t;ice
li
and accuracy of your watch.
fiwvc your war.cn with us y

44

-

-

finish.

I
,,

H

nil

We're

Supply.Co.
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., June 25.
Clarence S. Darrow, whose trial on a

The Results Made This Newburg
Lady Glad She Followed

"

j
j

Suggestion.

Newburg, Ala. "For more than a
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
place, "I suffered with terrible pains in
my back and head. I had a sallow
complexion, and my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me temporary relief.
A friend of mine advised me to try
Cardui, so I began taking it, at once,
and with the best results, for I was
cured after taking two bottles.
My
mother and my aunt have also used
Cardui and were greatly benefited.
I shall always praise Cardui to sick
end suffering women."
Cardui is a purely vegetable, perfectly harmless, tonic remeay for women, and will benefit young and old.
Its ingredients are mild herbs, having a gentle, tonio effect, on the womanly constitution.
Cardui has helped a million women
back to health and strength.
Have you tried it? It not, please
do. It may be just what you need.

bribery charge is in progress in Los
Angeles crosses his bridges when he
comes to them.
In answer to a telegram from the
labor day committee of the San Francisco labor council and the San Francisco building trades council, expressing the confidence of the body in his
integrity and requesting him to deliver
the labor day oration in Oakland, he
sent the following reply: "Thanks for
expression of kindness. Will be with
you on labor day unless a previous
and more pressing engagement pre-

vents.''

GOVERNOR WILL
NOT INTERFERE.
(Continued

From Page One.1

profession are beginning to understand

this fact."

The time is not long between now
:and the next session of the legislature.
Then if the prize fights are considered
s
of the legislature
desirable,
N. B Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Chattinooga, Tenn., for Special .can pass a bill that may make such
book. " Home Treatment ; exhibitions
Instructions, and
possible after that time.
rx Women." sent in plain wrapper, on reamst.
j

J

two-third-

Sockholders' Meeting.
The regular annual meeting of the
stockholders of the New Mexican
Printing Company will be held at the
RECORD DAY FOR
DULLNESS IN STOCKS. office of the company in the City of
Santa Fe at 7: SO o'clock p. m., on
Monday, July 8th, 1912. All stockReading Was the Most Conspicuous! holders will please take notice and
n Speculative Group but Gen- govern themselves accordingly.
)
eral Outlook Was N. G.
JOHN K. STATJFFER,

afford to pass by without looking into
it. See Leonard for real estate.

j

Secretary.

!

i

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Santa Fe, N. M. June 22nd, 1912.
New York N. Y., June 25. Records
for dullness were eclipsed in today's
PALACE HOTEL ON
early stock market. Heaviness was
SEMI EUROPEAN PLAN.
more general than yesterday with
The Palace Hotel under new
Reading again the most conspicuous
management is now on the
feature in the speculative group. St.
plan in rePaul, Union Pacific, and Lehigh Valsponse to popular demand.
ley were under pressure, with inRooms from 75 cents per day
creased weakness in Wabash issues.
Choice rooms and
The uncertain stat is of the copper
upward.
suites for regular occupants,
market was seen in the drooping tendat special rates.
ency of the metal shares which spread
First-clas- s
restaurant. Speto steel. Politics and industrial un
cial Sunday dinner for busirest were not without their depressnessmen and their families.
ing influences and conflicting crop reMeals 50 cents.
ports served as an additional factor.
The bar room has been enBonds were steady.
The market closed firm.
tirely removed.
Active issues hardened generally in
the last hour and some specialties, inNew Mexican Wanrf Ads Brln
cluding American Tobacco and Texas
"results every time.
Company, made substantial gains.

V

s

All colors. $1.00 per doz.patits

j

VERBENAS Now is the time to set them out

j

THE CLARENDON GARDENS
Phone Black 12.
Down Town

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Bros.'
Stand hi Butt
Drug Store.
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ENGAGEMENTS.

Defender of McNamaras Thanks San
Francisco Committee for Invitation But That is All.

GOOD ADVICE
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MAKING

HER FRIEND'
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Santa Fe Hardware

;
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PARROW IS NOT

li--

4

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

-

at

whatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference
to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment
until
are
to
in
We
cost
move
below
are
the
order
sold.
putting
prices
they
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the
beds are In our window while some are on our display floor. There
are eleven beds in all, eight fuli size, in white, vernis martin, and one
in satin brass. There are three
size, in white and vernis martin

FOR

H1GHGRADE

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will n:n without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

ENT SALE

We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
slightly damaged, but not enough to hurt them as to service. The

S . SPITZ,
HEADQUATERS

know it's

knew this as
as
as
We know
surely
would

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

BUTTER!

Clos-Eon-

perature.

A POOR PICNIC

BUTTER!

Prompt Service Assured No effort
will be spared to give prompt livery
service at Corricks' livery stable,
old stand near the Capitol.
Phone 9 W.
cix Per Cent Investment First-clas- s
long or short time investment.
Six per cent. Write or call on John
W. Mayes, Laughlin Building.
Young Woman Attempts Suicide-M- iss
Anita Montoya, aged 28 years,
living at A'ameda, Bernalillo county,
is reported to have attempted suicide
by slashing her throat with a razor.
Horse Strays Away A white horse
belonging to the Plaza Meat Market
strayed away from its corral on Santa
Fe avenue and has not yet been located.
When your doctor prescribes for
you, take your prescription to Zook's
and you get right drugs and right
prices.
Arroyo Hondo Half Mile Wide On
Sunday, the Arroyo Hondo ran bank
full and at some places was half a
nine wiue. un the upper Pecos a hail
storm did considerable damage.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms ror Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and having all modern conveniences, including electric light, steam heat and
'baths, in the First National Bank
b lilding.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
San Juan Indians Will Be Here
The San Juan Pueblos sent word yesterday that they will be in Santa Fe in
full force for the De Vargas pageant
and will give some of their characteristic dances during the day.
U. S. Patent Recorded
A United
States patent to Wallace L. Morton for
a homestead entry near
Stanley, southern Santa Fe county, was recorded today by County Clerk Marcelino A. Or
tiz.
Two Men Badly Injured in Handcar Wrecks Jose Telles of Lincoln,
and Ricardo Viscarra of Alamogordo,
were badly injured by a hand car
jumping the track at the Elephant
Butte reservoir site. A third man was
slightly injured.
History Now on Sale B. M Read's
Illustrated History of New Mexico, just
from press, is now for sale and may
be ordered directly from the author,
or through the New Mexican Printing
Company. Price $10.
Warranty Deed Recorded A warranty deed was recorded today by
William C. Asher and Mary A. Asher
to L. Bradford Prince, consideration
$125 for a lot in the San Pedro addition to the Stanley townsile.
A Nice, Clean, good show at the
Elks' tonight. Don't miss it.
The Rummage Sale Contributions
for the Rummage sale which will be
held during the plaza fete should be
left at the library during during
brary hours on any library day and
there will be someone on hand to re-- !
ceive the offerings. The rummage
sale will begin at 9 o'c'ock in the
morning on July 5 and it is expected
that it will be as large and as sue- cessful as in the past.
You can be sure of having
your
drug orders delivered quickly by sending them to Zook's.
On Page Four you will find a real
estate proposition which you cannot

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., June25. New
Mexico tonight and Wednesday
fair; not much change in tem-

6

A

Wanted to rent Five or
modem house. Address this office.
The Leading Man, a great comedy,
a great comedy at the Elks' tonight.
six-roo-
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The Home of Quality Groceries j
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Great

MEN'S SHOES.
We'll Put Your Feet Inside the Best Pair They Ever Lived In
We're alfter the trade of the particular man, who wants the best that
can be produced in Shoedom. Ves, and we're going to get it, too!

H O XW

Why' With

Ur Handsome

skin, Patent

!

Sty-es-o- f
High-GraShoes in half
Calf
and
Enamel
Kid,
Leather, Lace or Blucher
de

Cuts in all the latest lasts and patterns.
HANNA SHOES, $6.00, $6.50
FLORSHEIM SHOES,
. 5.00, 5.50

A Full Line

to $7.00
to 6.00

I

HAMILTON BROWN SHOES $1 75
' '
'
$2.00, $2.50 to $2.75.

of Men's and Women's Oxfords

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

NOW, MADAM!
We just want to drop a shoe remark It's this: Shoe
beauty or comfort doesn't lie altogether In the cost of
the shoe. The best shoe in the world, improperly fitted, isn't going to be comfortable.
When ycu come here
We've Expert
you sret the best shoe
values your money can buy, whether you want them
to stand in or walk in, to dance in or talk in, we have
them. Handsomer shoes never left a factory. All good
leathers and every width and size.
QUEEN QUALITY, from $3.50 to $5.00 I HAMILTON BROWN LADIES' SHOES,
AMERICAN LADY, "
3.00 to 4.00
$1.75. $2.00. $2.25 to $3.00

Fitters

NATHAN SALMON

I

